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Please Note
UEB 1 and UEB 2 books are pure braille books with no
pictures or print. The formatting refers to spacing between
lines of text and whether the book is embossed on one or
two sides.

Please note Twin vision books contain both print and
braille, and are aimed at those starting out with braille.

You can use the "Control F" function to search for books
by title or author.
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UEB1 (Uncontracted) Books
B
Author: Blyton, Enid.
Title: Be Brave, Little Noddy
(3 Volumes; Single sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 6-8
Summary: When Noddy accidentally crashes his car into
Mr Honk's, Noddy's is the only one to be damaged. While
it is being repaired, Mr Honk sets about taking over Toy
Town's taxi-driving. Noddy is very upset, so Big-Ears
suggests he make up a song to help him be brave. But
how will Noddy get his taxi-driving work back?
Author: Booth, Anne
Title: Lucy’s Secret Reindeer
(5 Volumes; Single sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Lucy has a big secret ...Santa's left her a little
reindeer in the garden shed! But Starlight is poorly, and
Santa won't be able to deliver any presents if he's not well
in time. Can Lucy make Starlight better and save
Christmas? A magical winter's tale about a very special
friendship, just in time for Christmas.
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C
Author: Child, Lauren
Title: Clarice Bean, Utterly Me
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: It's not easy to concentrate at school when
mysterious things are happening all around you. In fact,
Clarice Bean is starting to feel just like her favorite
heroine: Ruby Redfort, schoolgirl detective.
Clarice and her utterly best friend, Betty Moody, are
planning to ace their book project about Ruby and win the
class prize, until Betty disappears into thin air, and horrible
teacher Mrs. Wilberton teams Clarice up with the
naughtiest boy in school. Will her new partner ruin
everything? Will Betty ever come back? And what on earth
happened to the silver trophy everyone's hoping to win?
Author: Cope, Andrew
Title: Spy Pups: Prison Break
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 8-10
Summary: Lara takes a back seat as family life beckons.
But her arch enemy, the dastardly Mr Big, has other plans.
He hatches a plot from prison. The puppies have to break
him out of maximum security or their mum dies. They have
no choice and put a daring plan into action. Then it’s a
race against time to save their mum in the most exciting
Lara book of them all…
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Author: Cousins, Lucy
Title: Peck, Peck, Peck
(1 Volume; Single sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 3+
Summary: Little woodpecker has just learned to peck.
Yippee! He’s having so much fun that he peck-peck-pecks
right through a door and has a go at everything on the
other side, from the hat to the mat, the racket to the jacket,
the teddy bear to a book called Jane Eyre. Children will be
drawn to the young bird’s exuberance at learning a new
skill — and ready to snuggle along at day’s end for a night
of sweet dreams.
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D
Author: Dahl, Roald
Title: Dirty Beasts
(1 Volume; Single sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 7-9
Summary: Roald Dahl's wondercrump collection of animal
rhymes featuring grisly beasts out for human blood,
ranging from Gocky-Wock the crocodile to Sting-A-Ling
the scorpion.
Author: Dahl, Roald
Title: Fantastic Mr. Fox
(1 Volume; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 7-9
Summary: Fantastic Mr. Fox is on the run! The three
meanest farmers around are out to get him. Fat Boggis,
squat Bunce, and skinny Bean have joined forces, and
they have Mr. Fox and his family surrounded. What they
don’t know is that they’re not dealing with just any fox–Mr.
Fox would never surrender. But only the most fantastic
plan ever can save him now.
Author: Dahl, Roald
Title: The Magic Finger
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 7-9
Summary: To the Gregg family, hunting is just plain fun.
To the girl who lives next door, it's just plain horrible. She
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tries to be polite. She tries to talk them out of it, but the
Greggs only laugh at her. Then one day the Greggs go too
far, and the little girl turns her Magic Finger on them.
When she's very, very angry, the little girl's Magic Finger
takes over. She really can't control it, and now it's turned
the Greggs into birds! Before they know it, the Greggs are
living in a nest...and that's just the beginning of their
problems.
Author: Dahl, Roald
Title: The Twits
(1 Volume; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 7-9
Summary: Mr and Mrs Twit are extremely nasty, so the
Muggle-Wump monkeys and the Roly-Poly bird hatch an
ingenious plan to give them just the ghastly surprise they
deserve!
Author: Davies, Benji
Title: The Storm Whale
(1 Volume; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 4-8
Summary: Noi and his father live in a house by the sea,
hisfather works hard as a fisherman and Noi often has
only their six cats for company. So when, one day, he
finds a baby whale washed up on the beach after a storm,
Noi is excited and takes it home to care for it. He tries to
keep his new friend a secret, but but there's only so long
you can keep a whale in the bath without your dad finding
out. Noi is eventually persuaded that the whale has to go
back to the sea where it belongs. For Noi, even though he
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can't keep it, the arrival of the whale changes his life for
the better - the perfect gift from one friend to another.
Author: Docherty, Helen & Thomas
Title: The Snatchabook
(1 Volume; Single sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 3+
Summary: A magical tale about the importance of
bedtime stories. In every house, in every bed, A bedtime
book was being read... But then, one night, all the animals'
bedtime story books start disappearing. One brave rabbit
sets out to solve the mystery - and finds that it's a sad little
Snatchabook, a small, magical creature who just wants
someone to read to him.
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H
Author: Hargreaves, Roger
Title: Mr Messy
(1 Volume; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 2-5
Summary: Mr Neat and Mr Tidy turned Mr. Messy’s life
around and made him neat and tidy!
Author: Hargreaves, Adam
Title: Little Miss Birthday
(1 Volume; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 2-5
Summary: Little Miss Birthday loves birthdays like her
brother. She knows the right gift to get for anyone on their
birthday,although one day she has a hardtime thinking for
the right birthday present for Mr. Wrong.
Author: Hutchinson, Barry
Title: The Shark-Headed Bear-Thing
(5 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: In an alternate 15th century, where dragons
roam, sailing ships transform into submarines, and
blacksmiths build steampunk robots, ten-year-old orphan
Benjamin Blank battles monsters, rescues maidens and
discovers fantastic new lands, but never quite manages to
get his homework handed in on time. Each adventure
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sees Ben and his friends, Paradise Little and Wesley
Chant, face a new monstrous menace.
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J
Author: Jenkins, Martin
Title: The Story of Money
(1 Volume; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: A funny, philosophical look at the universal
subject of money by award-winning non-fiction writer
Martin Jenkins, illustrated by Satoshi Kitamura. In the Yap
Islands in the South Pacific money can be a stone with a
hole in the middle. It can be a string of shells, a bundle of
cloth or a copper slab. It's the stuff that makes the world
go round and doesn't grow on trees. In this fascinating and
thought-provoking book, Martin Jenkins explores the
history of money from its earliest beginnings to the
electronic banking of today. Along the way we learn about
hunter gatherers, barter, clay tablets, goat swapping,
precious metals, hard bargains, IOUs, interest, coins,
Romans, taxes, inflation, paper money, currencies and
exchange rates. Satoshi Kitamura's quirky, satirical
drawings perfectly complement the dry humour of the text
and in the end we are reminded that money only exists
because we believe in it.
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K
Author: Kessler, Liz
Title: Has Anyone Seen Jessica Jenkins?
(5 Volumes, Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8-12
Summary: Jessica Jenkins has always been a perfectly
ordinary girl—until one day part of her arm vanishes in the
middle of geography class! Jessica’s friends Izzy and Tom
are determined to help her develop her newfound
invisibility, though Jessica is more concerned with
discovering where the ability came from. When it becomes
apparent that there may be other kids developing strange
powers of their own, Jessica marshals them into a
slapdash band of "slightly superheroes." But when an
unscrupulous adult discovers the origin of their powers
and kidnaps one of the team, the rest must put their
heads—and all of their skills—together to avert disaster.
Author: Kinney, Jeff
Title: Diary of a Wimpy Kid
(2 Volumes, Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8-12
Summary: It's a new school year, and Greg Heffley finds
himself thrust into middle school, where undersized
weaklings share the hallways with kids who are taller,
meaner, and already shaving. The hazards of growing up
before you're ready are uniquely revealed through words
and drawings as Greg records them in his diary.
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L
Author: Lean, Sarah
Title: Jack Pepper
(1 Volume, Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 6-10
Summary: The story of an unforgettable dog, from the
bestselling author of A Dog Called Homeless. Someone
special will never be forgotten...When Ruby and Sid see a
poster about a missing dog, they can't believe it. It reminds
them of an adventure they had, and a little dog they once
met. Could it be the same Jack Pepper?
Author: Lincoln, Pierce
Title: Big Nate in a Class By Himself
(2 Volumes, Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Nate knows he’s meant for big things. REALLY
big things. But things don’t always go your way just
because you’re awesome. Nate barely survives his dad’s
toxic oatmeal before rushing off to school—minus his
lunch. He body slams the no-nonsense principal. He
accidentally insults his least favorite teacher, the horrifying
Mrs. Godfrey (aka Godzilla). And school has barely
started! Trouble always seems to find him, but Nate keeps
his cool. He knows he’s destined for greatness. A fortune
cookie told him so. Here comes BIG NATE, accidental
mischief maker and definitely NOT the teacher’s pet.
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M
Author: Meadows, Daisy
Title: Elizabeth the Jubilee Fairy
(1 Volume; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 5-8
Summary: Elizabeth the Jubilee Fairy is in charge of
making every jubilee perfect! But when Jack Frost steals
her special Diamond Sceptre, both fairy and human
celebrations are headed for catastrophe. Can Kirsty and
Rachel help Elizabeth find the sceptre, so that kings and
queens everywhere can celebrate in style? Gear up for a
Diamond Jubilee extravaganza with Rachel, Kirsty and
their fairy friends!
Author: Moses, Brian
Title: Brian Moses School Report: Very Funny Poems
About School
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: Find out what goes on behind the staffroom
door, join in at playtime, see what is in the mysterious lostproperty box, go on the school trip, and discover what
teachers do in their spare time - and that’s just the
beginning of the school adventure in this brilliant collection
of poems from the hugely talented Brian Moses.
Author: Murtagh, Ciaran
Title: The Fincredible Diary of Fin Spencer
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(5 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 6-9
Summary: Fin Spencer begins writing a diary--when he's
a famous stuntboy, he can sell his memoirs and make lots
of money! But he soon realizes it's not a normal diary--it
can change the past! When Fin writes what he SHOULD
have done, that's what everyone remembers. At first, it's
great! Fin stands up to the school bully and wins the talent
show. But sometimes things backfire--Fin falls out with his
best friend and ends up at a Charlie Dimples concert with
a load of six-year-old girls listening to "My Swishy Wishy!"
Can Fin control the diary, or will it control him?
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N
Author: Novak, B.J
Title: The Book With No Pictures
(2 Volumes; Single sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age:
Summary: In this book with no pictures, the reader has to
say every silly word, no matter what.
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P
Author: Pastis, Stephan
Title: Timmy Failure: Mistakes Were Made
(3 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 10+
Summary: Eleven-year-old Timmy Failure is the clueless
CEO of the best detective agency in town. Add his
business partner, a very large polar bear named Total and
what you have is Total Failure, Inc. Of course, Timmy's
plan does not include the four-foot-tall female whose name
shall not be uttered. And it doesn't include Rollo Tookus,
who is so obsessed with getting into "Stanfurd" that he
can't carry out a no-brainer spy mission.
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S
Author: Simon, Francesca
Title: Horrid Henry and the Football Fiend
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 6+
Summary: A brilliant story with football as the backdrop to
the story about Horrid Henry, his little brother, Perfect Pete
and of course not forgetting Moody Margaret. Henry is as
determined as ever to get his own way and will stop at
nothing to achieve his ends. Above all, he won’t let Perfect
Pete or Moody Margaret stand in his way.
Author: Simon, Francesca
Title: Horrid Henry
(1 Volume; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 6+
Summary: Horrid Henry causes his brother Perfect Peter
all sorts of problems when he behaves properly for a
change, upstages Peter at a dance recital, plays pirates,
and goes on a camping trip.
Author: Symons, Mitchell
Title: How to Avoid a Wombat’s Bum
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Did you know, the first ready-to-eat breakfast
cereal was Shredded Wheat in 1893 (it beat Kellogg's
Corn Flakes by just five years) Scarlett Johansson, Ashton
21
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Kutcher and Simon Cowell all have twin brothers. Everton
were the first British football club to introduce a stripe
down the side of their shorts. The word DUDE was coined
by Oscar Wilde and his friends. It is a combination of the
words 'duds' and 'attitude'. Well you do now! Filled with
fantastic facts and figures to amaze and intrigue . . . once
you start reading you'll be hooked for hours!
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UEB2 (Contracted) Books
A
Author: Alcott, Louisa May
Title: Little Woman
(14 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 11+
Summary: Little Women chronicles approximately fifteen
years in the life of the March family. It comes largely from
the experiences of the family of the author Louisa May
Alcott. The Marches live in Concord, Massachusetts, and
the book begins at Christmas, 1861, during the Civil War.
Author: Albertailia, Becky
Title: Simon VS Homo Sapiens Agenda
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 14+
Summary: Sixteen-year-old and not-so-openly gay Simon
Spier prefers to save his drama for the school musical. But
when an email falls into the wrong hands, his secret is at
risk of being thrust into the spotlight. Now Simon is
actually being blackmailed: if he doesn’t play wingman for
class clown Martin, his sexual identity will become
everyone’s business. Worse, the privacy of Blue, the pen
name of the boy he’s been emailing, will be compromised.
With some messy dynamics emerging in his once tight-knit
group of friends, and his email correspondence with Blue
growing more flirtatious every day, Simon’s junior year has
23
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suddenly gotten all kinds of complicated. Now, changeaverse Simon has to find a way to step out of his comfort
zone before he’s pushed out—without alienating his
friends, compromising himself, or fumbling a shot at
happiness with the most confusing, adorable guy he’s
never met.
Author: Almond, David
Title: Half a Creature from the Sea: A Life in Stories
(3 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: An anthology of dark, powerful and moving
short stories from master storyteller David Almond,
inspired by his childhood in the north-east of England. It
features coming of age stories on the theme of closeness
to home, deftly interwoven with illuminating
autobiographical pieces on the inspirations behind the
fiction.
Author: Almond, David
Title: A Song for Ella Grey
(3 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 10+
Summary: Claire is Ella Grey's best friend. She's there
when the whirlwind arrives on the scene: catapulted into a
North East landscape of gutted shipyards; of high arched
bridges and ancient collapsed mines. She witnesses a
love so dramatic it is as if her best friend has been
captured and taken from her. But the loss of her friend to
the arms of Orpheus is nothing compared to the loss she
feels when Ella is taken from the world. This is her story 24
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as she bears witness to a love so complete; so sure, that
not even death can prove final.
Author: Arrigan, Mary
Title: Milo and the Long Lost Warriors
(1 Volume; Single sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: Miss Lee announces a school tour to Dublin to
visit a mock battle in Clontarf. In Dublinia Milo and Shane
spot three tough warriors. Milo's best dead friend, the
ghostly Mister Lewis, explains that unless Milo can help
him get these three warriors to Clontarf, they are doomed
to become time wanderers like him.
Author: Augus, Sam
Title: Captain
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: "He may be small, but he's got more courage
than anyone but that blasted donkey." Told some years
later by the guilt-ridden Jack, a light horseman at Gallipoli
in the First World War, this is the story of a little refugee
boy affectionately known as Captain, and his donkey, HeyHo. At first the small boy and his donkey are mocked by
the rest of the cavalry, with their big, powerful horses, but
soon they all realize that Captain and Hey-Ho have more
spirit and determination than the rest of the troop put
together.
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B
Author: Banks, Tom
Title: The Great Galloon
(7 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 9-12
Summary: The Great Galloon is an enormous airship,
built by Captain Meredith Anstruther and manned by his
crew, who might seem like a bit of a motley bunch but who
are able to fight off invading marauders whilst drinking tea
and sweeping floors! Captain Anstruther is preparing to
marry the beautiful Lady Isabella, but disaster strikes
when his evil younger brother comes aboard for the
wedding and steals Isabella away onto his underwater
Sumbaroon. Stanley, a clever boy with a small horn, and
Rasmussen, a reluctant countess-to-be, are busy waiting
for an adventure to begin. Instead they have to fight off
BeheMoths, avoid enormous Seagles, encounter the
terrifying (but nice really) Brunt and save the Galloon from
sinking. How will they ever find the Captain's bride when
nothing's happening?
Author: Barrie, J.M
Title: Peter Pan
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: Desperate to hear bedtime stories, Peter Pan
waits outside the nursery window of Wendy, John and
Michael Darling. When Peter asks Wendy to fly with him to
26
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Neverland, the Darling children are whisked away to a
world of adventure – of daring fairies, wondrous mermaids
and The Lost Boys.But there is danger in Neverland too:
the villainous Captain Hook is out for revenge and will stop
at nothing to take it.
Author: Bell, Alex
Title: Frozen Charlotte
(5 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 12+
Summary: We're waiting for you to come and play.
Dunvegan School for Girls has been closed for many
years. Converted into a family home, the teachers and
students are long gone. But they left something
behind...Sophie arrives at the old schoolhouse to spend
the summer with her cousins. Brooding Cameron with his
scarred hand, strange Lilias with a fear of bones and
Piper, who seems just a bit too good to be true. And then
there's her other cousin. The girl with a room full of antique
dolls. The girl that shouldn't be there. The girl that died.
Author: Berry, Julie
Title: All the Truth That’s in Me
(5 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Judith can't speak. Ever since the horrifying
trauma that left her best friend dead and Judith without a
tongue, she's been a pariah in her community; even her
own mother can't look her in the eye. When her
community is attacked, Judith is forced to choose:
27
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continue to live in silence or recover her voice, even if
what she has to say might change things forever.
Author: Blade, Adam
Title: Beast Quest: Ferno the Fire Dragon
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 5-8
Summary: An evil wizard has enchanted the magical
beasts of Avantia. Is Tom the hero Avantia has been
waiting for?
Author: Blyton, Enid
Title: Be Brave Little Noddy!
(2 Volumes; Single sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 3-8
Summary: Be Brave, Little Noddy! is the thirteenth story
about Enid Blyton's timeless character, and is illustrated
with the original drawings. When Noddy accidentally
crashes his car into Mr Honk's, Noddy's is the only one to
be damaged. While it is being repaired, Mr Honk sets
about taking over Toy Town's taxi-driving. Noddy is very
upset, so Big-Ears suggests he make up a song to help
him be brave. But how will Noddy get his taxi-driving
work?
Author: Blyton, Enid
Title: Five Go off to Camp
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 6+
Summary: The Famous Five investigate spook trains in
the dead of night. The trains seem to vanish into thin air,
28
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but where do they go? The Five discover an unusual
underground tunnel system and a secret train-service. If
they follow the tracks, will they solve the mystery?
Author: Blyton, Enid
Title: Snowball the Pony
(2 Volumes; Single sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 3-8
Summary: Snowball is a little black Shetland foal, and he
loves his mother and dreads the thought of leaving her.
But the sad day comes and he is bought by the family next
door. He soon makes friends with all the other animals,
teaches a cruel boy a lesson, and has lots of funny
adventures.
Author: Blyton, Enid
Title: The Enchanted Wood
(8 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 3-8
Summary: When Joe, Beth and Frannie climb up to the
top of the Faraway Tree, they meet Silky, Moon-Face and
the Saucepan Man. Their new friends show them an
exciting secret - how to visit lots of strange and magical
lands! And who could choose between the Land of
Birthdays and the Land of Toys? Many thrilling and
magical adventures lie ahead . . .
Author: Blyton, Enid
Title: The Folk of the Faraway Tree
(7 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 3-8
29
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Summary: When Joe, Beth and Frannie move to a new
home, an Enchanted Wood is on their doorstep. And when
they discover the Faraway Tree, that is the beginning of
many magical adventures! Join them and their friends
Moonface, Saucepan Man and Silky the fairy as they
discover which new land is at the top of the Faraway Tree.
Will it be the Land of Spells, the Land of Treats, or the
Land of Do-As-You-Please? Come on an amazing
adventure – there’ll be adventures waiting whatever
happens.
Author: Blyton, Enid
Title: The Magic Faraway Tree
(7 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 3-8
Summary: The Magic Faraway Tree Collection contains
all three much-loved books in the Faraway Tree series by
the world's best-loved children's author, Enid Blyton.
When Joe, Beth and Frannie move to a new home, an
Enchanted Wood is on their doorstep. And when they
discover the Faraway Tree, it proves to be the beginning
of many magical adventures! Join them and their friends
Moonface, Saucepan Man and Silky the fairy as they
discover which new land is at the top of the Faraway Tree.
Will it be the Land of Spells, the Land of Treats, or the
Land of Do-As-You-Please? Come on an amazing
adventure - there'll be adventures waiting whatever
happens.
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Author: Blyton, Enid
Title: The Naughtiest Girl in the School
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 3-8
Summary: Elizabeth Allen is spoilt and selfish. When
she's sent away to boarding school she makes up her
mind to be the naughtiest pupil there's ever been! But
Elizabeth soon finds out that being bad isn't as easy as it
seems...
Author: Blyton, Enid
Title: The Sea of Adventure
(5 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 5-8
Summary: A mysterious trip to the desolate Northern Isles
soon turns into a terrifying adventure when Bill is
kidnapped!
Marooned far from the mainland on a deserted coast,
Philip, Dinah, Lucy-Ann, Jack and Kiki the parrot find
themselves playing a dangerous game with an unknown
enemy. Will they escape with Bill and their lives?
Author: Blyton, Enid
Title: The Secret Seven
(3 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 3-8
Summary: It's their very first adventure, and the Secret
Seven super-sleuths are already on the trail of some really
weird clues. It's snowing and the Seven are dressed in
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disguise, following a lead to a spooky old house - and a
mystery.
Author: Blume, Judy
Title: Freckle Juice
(1 Volume; Single sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8-10
Summary: This short story is about a second grade
student who wants to have freckles.
Author: Bond, Michael
Title: A Bear Called Paddington (BRF)
(5 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: First published in 1958. The very first book in
which the Browns meet Paddington on a railway station
and discover that ordinary things like having a bath or
travelling on the underground can soon become quite
extraordinary if a small bear is involved.
Author: Bourne, Holly
Title: The Manifesto On How To Be Interesting
(6 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 14+
Summary: Bree is a loser, a wannabe author who hides
behind words. But when she's told she needs to start living
a life worth writing about, The Manifesto on How to Be
Interesting is born. Six steps on how to be interesting. Six
steps that will see her infiltrate the popular set, fall in love
with someone forbidden and make the biggest mistake of
her life.
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Author: Brent-Dyer, Elinor M
Title: Jo of the Chalet School
(8 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8-10
Summary: The Chalet School now boasts over 30 pupils.
The autumn term sees adventures of all kinds - a flood
that threatens the school and the dramatic rescue of an
unwanted St Bernard puppy. Finally Joey, Robin and
Madge spend a delightful Christmas at Innsbruck.
Author: Brooks, Kevin
Title: The Bunker Diary
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 14+
Summary: The Bunker Diary features the story of Linus
Weems, a teenager who is captured and imprisoned in a
mysterious bunker.
Author: Brown, Jeff
Title: Flat Stanley
(1 Volume; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 2+
Summary: When Stanley Lambchop wakes up one
morning, his brother, Arthur, is yelling. A bulletin board fell
on Stanley during the night, and now he is only half an
inch thick! Amazing things begin happening to him.
Stanley gets rolled up, mailed, and flown like a kite. He
even gets to help catch two dangerous art thieves. He
may be flat, but he's a hero. This is the very first Flat
Stanley adventure, updated with crisp new art.
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Author: Brubaker Bradley, Kimberly
Title: The War That Saved My Life
(2 Volumes; Double sided, single spaced)
Reading Age: 10+
Summary: An exceptionally moving story of triumph
against all odds set during World War 2. Nine year old Ada
has never left her one room apartment. Her mother is too
humiliated by Ada's twisted foot to let her outside So when
her little brother Jamie is shipped out of London to escape
the war Ada doesn't waste a minute she sneaks out to join
him. So begins a new adventure of Ada and for Susan
Smith the woman who is forced to take the two kids in. As
Ada teaches herself to ride a pony learns to read and
watches for German spies she begins to trust Susan and
Susan begins to love Ada and Jamie. But in the end will
their bond be enough to hold them together through
wartime? Or will Ada and her brother fall back into the
cruel hands of their mother?
Author: Butchart, Pamela
Title: Petunia Perry and the Curse of the Ugly Pidgeon
(BRF) (4 Volumes; Double sided, single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Petunia Perry has decided to write her
memoirs. She wants the world to know what it's like to
start secondary school with a best friend who stages oneperson flash mobs in the canteen, a mother who overshares at parents' evenings and an unwelcome suitor who
draws pictures of her as a unicorn. But it's when she
decides to start a band with a spoon-player and a lead34
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singer who's a cat that things take a turn for the truly
crazy.
Author: Butterworth, Annette and Nick
Title: Jake the Good Bad Dog
(1 Volume; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 6+
Summary: Meet Jake, a scruffy mutt with a zest for life!
Jake loves to chase ducks in the park, can’t resist playing
with dirty washing, and no chocolate is ever safe when
he’s around! Jake secretly dreams of competing at the
Crufts dog show, but knows he’ll never get there. Crufts is
for neat, tidy, well-mannered dogs, not big, messy,
rascally hounds like him. But Jake is a very special dog.
He’s not just good at football; he’s the best friend you
could ever have – and sometimes even a dog’s dream can
come true!
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C
Author: Carpenter, Humphrey
Title: Mr Majeika
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: As a rule, magic carpets don't turn up in
schools, but this is exactly what happens when Class
Three’s new teacher flies in through the classroom window
and lands on the floor with a bump. Mr Majeika can
behave just like any ordinary teacher if he wants to, but
something has to be done about Hamish Bigmore, the
class nuisance, and so he uses a little magic to turn him
into a frog. And to everyone's delight it looks as if Hamish
will have to remain a frog because Mr Majeika can't
remember the spell to turn him back again! With Mr
Majeika in charge, suddenly life at school become much
more exciting – there's even a magic-carpet ride to
Buckingham Palace!
Author: Carroll, Emma
Title: The Girl Who Walked on Air
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Louie, who was abandoned at Chipchase's
Travelling Circus as a baby, dreams of becoming a
'Showstopper', but Mr Chipchase keeps her hidden,
tucked away in the ticket booth. No Death-Defying Stunts
for her. But Louie has been secretly practising her act 36
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tightrope-walking - and dreams of being the Girl Who
Walked on Air . . . she just needs to be given the chance
to shine.
And the circus needs her too - Wellbeloved's rival show is
stealing their crowds. They need a Showstopper.
Desperate, Mr Chipchase reluctantly lets Louie perform.
She is a sensation, and gets an offer from the sinister Mr
Wellbeloved himself to perform ... over Niagara Falls. But
nothing is quite as it seems and soon Louie's bravery is
tested not just on the highwire but in confronting her past
and the shady characters in the world of the circus ...
Author: Cassidy, Cathy
Title: Coco Caramel: Chocolate Box Girls (BRF)
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: COCO. Blue eyes, fair hair and freckles. She's
a tomboy who loves animals and wants to change the
world . . . Coco is the youngest of the Tanberry sisters but
she's as headstrong as any of them . . . Coco is crazy
about animals and loves her riding lessons. When
Caramel, her favourite pony at the stables, is sold, Coco
scopes out the new owner - and she's not happy about
what she discovers. With big sister Honey going off at the
deep end and Summer only just recovering from her
eating disorder, there's no-one at Tanglewood to help
Coco out. Can Coco save Caramel alone - or will a new
friend help her?
Author: Child, Lauren
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Title: Clarice Bean, Utterly Me
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 8-11
Summary: It's not easy to concentrate at school when
mysterious things are happening all around you. In fact,
Clarice Bean is starting to feel just like her favorite
heroine: Ruby Redfort, schoolgirl detective. Clarice and
her utterly best friend, Betty Moody, are planning to ace
their book project about Ruby and win the class prize, until
Betty disappears into thin air, and horrible teacher Mrs.
Wilberton teams Clarice up with the naughtiest boy in
school. Will her new partner ruin everything? Will Betty
ever come back? And what on earth happened to the
silver trophy everyone's hoping to win?
Author: Clare, Cassandra
Title: City of Bones (The Mortal Instruments #1)
(7 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 14+
Summary: When Clary Fray heads out to the
Pandemonium Club in New York City, she hardly expects
to witness a murder--much less a murder committed by
three people covered with strange tattoos and brandishing
bizarre weapons. And she's more than a little startled
when the body disappears into thin air. Soon Clary is
introduced to the world of the Shadowhunters, a secret
cadre of warriors dedicated to driving demons out of our
world and back to their own. And Clary is introduced with a
vengeance, when her mother disappears and Clary herself
is almost killed by a grotesque monster. How could a mere
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human survive such an attack and kill a demon? The
Shadowhunters would like to know...
Author: Clare, Cassandra
Title: City of Ashes (The Mortal Instruments #2)
(7 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 14+
Summary: Clary Fray just wishes that her life would go
back to normal. But what's normal when you're a demonslaying Shadowhunter, your mother is in a magically
induced coma, and you can suddenly see Downworlders
like werewolves, vampires, and faeries? If Clary left the
world of the Shadowhunters behind, it would mean more
time with her best friend, Simon, who's becoming more
than a friend. But the Shadowhunting world isn't ready to
let her go — especially her handsome, infuriating,
newfound brother, Jace. And Clary's only chance to help
her mother is to track down rogue Shadowhunter
Valentine, who is probably insane, certainly evil — and
also her father. To complicate matters, someone in New
York City is murdering Downworlder children. Is Valentine
behind the killings — and if he is, what is he trying to do?
When the second of the Mortal Instruments, the SoulSword, is stolen, the terrifying Inquisitor arrives to
investigate and zooms right in on Jace. How can Clary
stop Valentine if Jace is willing to betray everything he
believes in to help their father?
Author: Clare, Cassandra
Title: City of Glass (The Mortal Instruments #3)
(9 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
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Reading Age: 14+
Summary: City of Glass is the third novel in the Mortal
Instruments Series by Cassandra Clare. In this novel,
Clary travels to the City of Glass to find a magician who is
said to have a cure for her mother's self-induced coma.
Also in the city are Clary's friends, the Lightwoods, and her
brother Jace.
Author: Clare, Cassandra
Title: City of Fallen Angels (The Mortal Instruments #4)
(7 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 14+
Summary: The Mortal War is over, and sixteen-year-old
Clary Fray is back home in New York, excited about all the
possibilities before her. She’s training to become a
Shadowhunter and to use her unique power. Her mother is
getting married to the love of her life. Downworlders and
Shadowhunters are at peace at last. And—most
importantly of all—she can finally call Jace her boyfriend.
But nothing comes without a price. Someone is murdering
Shadowhunters, provoking tensions between
Downworlders and Shadowhunters that could lead to a
second, bloody war. Clary’s best friend, Simon, can’t help
her—his mother just found out that he’s a vampire, and
now he’s homeless. When Jace begins to pull away from
her without explaining why, Clary is forced to delve into
the heart of a mystery whose solution reveals her worst
nightmare: she herself has set in motion a terrible chain of
events that could lead to her losing everything she loves.
Even Jace.
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Author: Clare, Cassandra
Title: City of Lost Souls (The Mortal Instruments #5)
(8 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 14+
Summary: What price is too high to pay, even for love?
When Jace and Clary meet again, Clary is horrified to
discover that the demon Lilith’s magic has bound her
beloved Jace together with her evil brother Sebastian, and
that Jace has become a servant of evil. The Clave is out to
destroy Sebastian, but there is no way to harm one boy
without destroying the other. As Alec, Magnus, Simon, and
Isabelle wheedle and bargain with Seelies, demons, and
the merciless Iron Sisters to try to save Jace, Clary plays a
dangerous game of her own. The price of losing is not just
her own life, but Jace’s soul. She’s willing to do anything
for Jace, but can she still trust him? Or is he truly lost?
Author: Clare, Cassandra
Title: City of Heavenly Fire (The Mortal Instruments #
(10 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 14+
Summary: Clary and her friends fight the greatest evil
they have ever faced: Clary's own brother. Sebastian
Morgenstern is on the move, systematically turning
Shadowhunter against Shadowhunter. Bearing the Infernal
Cup, he transforms Shadowhunters into creatures out of
nightmare, tearing apart families and lovers as the ranks
of his Endarkened army swell. The embattled
Shadowhunters withdraw to Idris - but not even the famed
demon towers of Alicante can keep Sebastian at bay. And
with the Nephilim trapped in Idris, who will guard the world
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against demons? When one of the greatest betrayals the
Nephilim have ever known is revealed, Clary, Jace,
Isabelle, Simon, and Alec must flee - even if their journey
takes them deep into the demon realms, where no
Shadowhunter has set foot before, and from which no
human being has ever returned...
Author: Clary, Julian
Title: The Bolds (BRF)
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: Mr and Mrs Bold are just like you and me: they
live in a nice house (in Teddington), they have jobs (like
writing Christmas cracker jokes) and they love to have a
bit of a giggle. One slight difference: they're hyenas. Yes,
that's right - they're covered in fur, have tails tucked into
their trousers, and they really, really like to laugh. So far,
the Bolds have managed to keep things under wraps,
even when their children Bobby and Betty were born. But
the nosy man next door smells a rat (or a hyena), and a
trip to the local wildlife park, and the brilliantly wacky heist
that results, could be the end of Teddington's best-kept
secret. Whatever will the neighbours think?
Author: Colfer, Eoin
Title: WARP: The Hangman’s Revolution
(7 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 13+
Summary: Young FBI agent Chevie Savano arrives back
in modern-day London after a time-trip to the Victorian
age, to find the present very different from the one she left.
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Europe is being run by a Facsist movement known as the
Boxites, who control their territory through intimidation and
terror. Chevie's memories come back to her in fragments,
and just as she is learning about the WARP program from
Professor Charles Smart, inventor of the time machine, he
is killed by secret service police. Now they are after
Chevie, too, but she escapes--into the past. She finds
Riley, who is being pursued by futuristic soldiers, and
saves him. Working together again, it is up to Chevie and
Riley to find the enigmatic Colonel Clayton Box, who is
intent on escalating his power, and stop him before he can
launch missiles at the capitals of Europe.
Author: Conaghan, Brian
Title: When Mr. Dog Bites
(6 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 18+
Summary: All Dylan Mint has ever wanted is to keep his
Tourette's in check and live life as a "normal" teenager.
The swearing, the tics, the howling "dog" that escapes
when things are at their worst—nothing about Tourette's
makes it easy to meet cute girls or have normal friends (or
many friends at all). But a routine hospital visit changes
everything—Dylan overhears that he's going to die. In an
attempt to claim the life he's always wanted, he decides to
grant himself parting wishes, or "Cool Things To Do
Before I Cack It". In an intimate portrayal of life with
Tourette's, Dylan's journey to come to terms with the
disorder that has defined his life and his preconceptions
about the world around him is hilarious, painful and,
ultimately, utterly masterful.
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Author: Cooling, Wendy
Title: A is Amazing
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: Amazing, bored, excited, magical, naughty,
sad, zestful….you can feel any way you like in this exciting
collection of poems about feelings from A to Z. Exploring
all kinds of moods and emotions , the poems are by a
stellar and culturally diverse group of poets, including
Siegfried Sassoon, Carol Ann Duffy, Benjamin Zephaniah,
Grace Nichols, John Agard, Jack Prelutsky, Kwame
Dawes, Raymond McCormack, EE Cummings, Kit Wright
and Michael Rosen. With atmospheric, luminous
illustrations on every page.
Author: Condie, Ally
Title: Atlantia
(6 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 14+
Summary: For as long as she can remember, Rio has
dreamt of the sand and sky Above—of life beyond her
underwater city of Atlantia. But in a single moment, all her
plans for the future are thwarted when her twin sister, Bay,
makes an unexpected decision, stranding Rio Below.
Alone, ripped away from the last person who knew Rio’s
true self—and the powerful siren voice she has long
hidden—she has nothing left to lose. Guided by a
dangerous and unlikely mentor, Rio formulates a plan that
leads to increasingly treacherous questions about her
mother’s death, her own destiny, and the complex system
constructed to govern the divide between land and sea.
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Her life and her city depend on Rio to listen to the voices
of the past and to speak long-hidden truths.
Author: Cope, Andrew
Title: Spy Pups: Prison Break
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 8-10
Summary: Lara takes a back seat as family life beckons.
But her arch enemy, the dastardly Mr Big, has other plans.
He hatches a plot from prison. The puppies have to break
him out of maximum security or their mum dies. They have
no choice and put a daring plan into action. Then it’s a
race against time to save their mum in the most exciting
Lara book of them all…
Author: Cousins, Lucy
Title: Peck, Peck, Peck
(1 Volume; Single sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 3+
Summary: Little woodpecker has just learned to peck.
Yippee! He’s having so much fun that he peck-peck-pecks
right through a door and has a go at everything on the
other side, from the hat to the mat, the racket to the jacket,
the teddy bear to a book called Jane Eyre. Children will be
drawn to the young bird’s exuberance at learning a new
skill — and ready to snuggle along at day’s end for a night
of sweet dreams.
Author: Crossan, Sarah
Title: Apple and Rain
(5 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
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Reading Age: 12+
Summary: When Apple's mother returns after eleven
years of absence, Apple feels almost whole again. In order
to heal completely, her mother will have to answer one
burning question: Why did she abandon her? But just like
the stormy Christmas Eve when she left, her mother's
homecoming is bittersweet. It's only when Apple meets her
younger sister, Rain-someone more lost than she is- that
she begins to see things for how they really are, allowing
Apple to discover something that might help her to feel
truly whole again.
Author: Curtis, Patricia
Title: Greff, The Story of a Guide Dog
(1 Volume; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 6+
Summary: Follows the life of a Labrador retriever trained
as a guide dog, from him birth to his placement with Peter,
his blind owner, illuminating the selection and breeding of
dogs, the matching of dogs to owners, and the rigorous
procedures of guide-dog training.
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D
Author: Dahl, Roald
Title: The BFG
(3 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 7-9
Summary: Captured by a giant! The BFG is no ordinary
bone-crunching giant. He is far too nice and jumbly. It's
lucky for Sophie that he is. Had she been carried off in the
middle of the night by the Bloodbottler, the
Fleshlumpeater, the Bonecruncher, or any of the other
giants-rather than the BFG-she would have soon become
breakfast. When Sophie hears that they are flush-bunking
off in England to swollomp a few nice little chiddlers, she
decides she must stop them once and for all. And the BFG
is going to help her!
Author: Dahl, Roald
Title: Boy, Tales of Childhood
(3 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 7-9
Summary: In Boy, Roald Dahl recounts his days as a
child growing up in England. From his years as a
prankster at boarding school to his envious position as a
chocolate tester for Cadbury's, Roald Dahl's boyhood was
as full of excitement and the unexpected as are his worldfamous, best-selling books. Packed with anecdotes -some funny, some painful, all interesting -- this is a book
that's sure to please.
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Author: Dahl, Roald
Title: Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
(3 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 7-9
Summary: When Willy Wonka's hallowed chocolate
factory holds a worldwide contest awarding tours to the
lucky, five children emerge as winners, including a glutton,
a gum- chewing nitwit, a spoiled brat, and a TV addict.
Only Charlie Bucket, the story's earnest hero, stands to
win the exotic riches of Wonka's empire-if he avoids the
pitfalls of his fellow contestants and stays true to his heart.
Author: Dahl, Roald
Title: Danny the Champion of the World
(3 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 7-9
Summary: Danny’s life seems perfect: his home is a
gypsy caravan, he’s the youngest car mechanic around,
and his best friend is his dad, who never runs out of
wonderful stories to tell. And when Danny discovers his
father’s secret, he’s off on the adventure of a lifetime.
Here’s Roald Dahl’s famous story about a 9-year-old boy,
his dad, and a daring and hilarious pheasant-snatching
expedition. Just as important, it’s the story of the love
between a boy and his father who, in Danny’s own words,
is “the most marvelous and exciting father a boy ever
had.”
Author: Dahl, Roald
Title: Dirty Beasts
(1 Volume; Single sided, Double spaced)
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Reading Age: 5+
Summary: Roald Dahl's wondercrump collection of animal
rhymes featuring grisly beasts out for human blood,
ranging from Gocky-Wock the crocodile to Sting-A-Ling
the scorpion.
Author: Dahl, Roald
Title: Esio Trot
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 7-9
Summary: Mr. Hoppy is in love with Mrs. Silver, but her
heart belongs to Alfie, her pet tortoise. Mr. Hoppy is too
shy to approach Mrs. Silver, until one day he comes up
with a brilliant idea to win her heart. If Mr. Hoppy's plan
works, Mrs. Silver will certainly fall in love with him. But it's
going to take one hundred and forty tortoises, an ancient
spell, and a little bit of magic.
Author: Dahl, Roald
Title: The Giraffe and the Pelly and Me
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 7-9
Summary: A small boy with a desire to own a candy shop
meets a window-washing team of a giraffe, a pelican, and
a monkey and together they go to work for the wealthy
Duke of Hampshire, who makes all their dreams come
true.
Author: Dahl, Roald
Title: The Magic Finger
(1 Volume; Single sided, Single spaced)
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Reading Age: 7-9
Summary: To the Gregg family, hunting is just plain fun.
To the girl who lives next door, it's just plain horrible. She
tries to be polite. She tries to talk them out of it, but the
Greggs only laugh at her. Then one day the Greggs go too
far, and the little girl turns her Magic Finger on them.
When she's very, very angry, the little girl's Magic Finger
takes over. She really can't control it, and now it's turned
the Greggs into birds! Before they know it, the Greggs are
living in a nest...and that's just the beginning of their
problems.
Author: Dahl, Roald
Title: The Twits
(1 Volume; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 7-9
Summary: Mr and Mrs Twit are extremely nasty, so the
Muggle-Wump monkeys and the Roly-Poly bird hatch an
ingenious plan to give them just the ghastly surprise they
deserve!
Author: Dahl, Roald
Title: The Vicar of Nibbleswicke
(1 Volume; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 7-9
Summary: The Reverend Lee is suffering from a rare and
acutely embarrassing situation: Back-to-Front Dyslexia. It
affects only his speech, and he doesn't realize he's doing
it, but the parishioners of Nibbleswicke are shocked and
confused by his seemingly outrageous comments.
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Author: Dahl, Roald
Title: The Witches
(3 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 7-9
Summary: This is not a fairy-tale. This is about REAL
WITCHES. Real witches don't ride around on broomsticks.
They don't even wear black cloaks and hats. They are vile,
cunning, detestable creatures who disguise themselves as
nice, ordinary ladies. So how can you tell when you're face
to face with one? Well, if you don't know yet you'd better
find out quickly-because there's nothing a witch loathes
quite as much as children and she'll wield all kinds of
terrifying powers to get rid of them.
Author: Davidson, Margaret
Title: Louis Braille, The Boy who Invented Books for the
Blind
(1 Volume; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 6+
Summary: A poignant story of the man who developed
the Braille system of printing for the blind.
Author: Davies, Benji
Title: The Storm Whale
(1 Volume; Single sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 4-8
Summary: Noi and his father live in a house by the sea,
hisfather works hard as a fisherman and Noi often has
only their six cats for company. So when, one day, he
finds a baby whale washed up on the beach after a storm,
Noi is excited and takes it home to care for it. He tries to
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keep his new friend a secret, but but there's only so long
you can keep a whale in the bath without your dad finding
out. Noi is eventually persuaded that the whale has to go
back to the sea where it belongs. For Noi, even though he
can't keep it, the arrival of the whale changes his life for
the better - the perfect gift from one friend to another.
Author: DiCamillo, Kate
Title: Because of Winn-Dixie
(1 Volume; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: One summer’s day, ten-year-old India Opal
Buloni goes down to the local supermarket for some
groceries – and comes home with a dog. But Winn-Dixie is
no ordinary dog. It’s because of Winn-Dixie that Opal
begins to make friends. And it’s because of Winn-Dixie
that she finally dares to ask her father about her mother,
who left when Opal was three. In fact, as Opal admits, just
about everything that happens that summer is because of
Winn-Dixie.
Author: Docherty, Helen and Thomas
Title: The Snatchabook
(1 Volume; Single sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 3+
Summary: A magical tale about the importance of
bedtime stories. In every house, in every bed, A bedtime
book was being read... But then, one night, all the animals'
bedtime story books start disappearing. One brave rabbit
sets out to solve the mystery - and finds that it's a sad little
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Snatchabook, a small, magical creature who just wants
someone to read to him.
Author: Don, Lari
Title: Mind Blind
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 11-14
Summary: Fourteen-year-old Ciaran Bane is a highly
trained fighter and gifted cat burglar with a special talent
he knows what his victim is thinking. He works in a mafiastyle family of gangsters, thieves, and thugs who share his
mind-reading talent. But Ciaran’s skill comes with a
crippling side-effect, one that makes him disposable even
to his own family. Then he meets Lucy, whose older sister
has been kidnapped, and they form an unlikely team. But
on their perilous search across London and up to
Edinburgh, on the run from MI5 and Ciaran s dangerous
family, can they ever trust each other?
And where can they hide if they aren t even safe in their
own minds?
Author: Donaldson, Julia
Title: A Squash and a Squeeze
(1 Volume; Single sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 6+
Summary: 'A Squash and a Squeeze' is a rhyming fable
that tells of a little old lady who thinks her home is too
small. A wise man tells her to take in a succession of
animals so that it really is a squash in the house!
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Author: Donaldson, Julia
Title: The Gruffalo
(1 Volume; Single sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 6+
Summary: This is a rhyming story of a mouse and a
monster. Little mouse goes for a walk in a dangerous
forest. To scare off his enemies he invents tales of a
fantastical creature called the Gruffalo. So imagine his
surprise when he meets the real Gruffalo.
Author: Donnelly, Jennifer
Title: Deep Blue
(8 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 11-13
Summary: Serafina, daughter of Isabella, Queen of
Miromara, has been raised with the expectation - and
burden - that she will someday become ruler of the oldest
civilization of the merfolk. On the eve of the Dokimí
ceremony, which will determine if she is worthy of the
crown, Sera is haunted by a strange dream that foretells
the return of an ancient evil. But her nightmare is forgotten
the next day as she diligently practices her songspell;
eagerly anticipates a reunion with her best friend, Neela;
and anxiously worries about Mahdi, the crown prince of
Matali, and whether his feelings toward her and their
future betrothal have changed. Most of all, she worries
about not living up to her mother's hopes. The Dokimí
proceeds, a dazzling display of majesty and might, until a
shocking turn of events interrupts it: an assassin's arrow
wounds Isabella. The realm falls into chaos, and
Serafina's darkest premonitions are confirmed. Now she
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and Neela must embark on a quest to find the assassin's
master and prevent a war between the mer nations. Their
search will lead them to other mermaid heriones scattered
across the six seas. Together they will form an
unbreakable bond of sisterhood as they uncover a
conspiracy that threatens their world's very existence.
Author: Dragt, Tonke
Title: The Letter for the King
(11 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 12+
Summary: Sixteen-year-old Tiuri must spend hours
locked in a chapel in silent contemplation if he is to be
knighted the next day. But as he waits by the light of a
flickering candle, he hears a knock at the door and a voice
desperately asking for help. A secret letter must be
delivered to King Unauwen across the Great Mountains--a
letter upon which the fate of the entire kingdom depends.
Tiuri has a vital role to play, one that might cost him his
knighthood. He must trust no one. He must keep his true
identity secret. Above all, he must never reveal what is in
the letter . . . Tiuri's journey will take him through dark,
menacing forests, across treacherous rivers, to sinister
castles and strange cities. He will encounter evil enemies
who would kill to get the letter, but also the best of friends
in the most unexpected places
Author: Duddle, Jonny
Title: Gigantosaurus (BRF)
(1 Volume; Single sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 2-11
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Summary: All young dinosaurs are warned about the
scary Gigantosaurus. So Bonehead volunteers to be the
dino-kids lookout. Unfortunately, he is the original boydinosaur who cried wolf, or in this case,
GIGANTOSAURUS! Finally, Bonehead’s friends refuse to
believe his warnings and the Gigantosaurus really turns
up!
Author: Duncan, Lois
Title: Stranger with my Face
(6 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 12+
Summary: Have you ever been haunted by the feeling
that someone is spying on you, lurking around your house
and yard, even entering your bedroom? Are your friends
plotting against you when they say they've seen you do
things you know you haven't done? What's going on -- and
does Laurie really want to find out?
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E
Author: Emmett, Johnathan
Title: Cosmo for Captain
(1 Volume; Single sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 6-7
Summary: Oxford Reading Tree All Stars are first class
fiction at an appropriate interest level for infants. They are
books by top authors and illustrators written and illustrated
to challenge and motivate able readers. At the same time,
the content is entirely suitable for able infant readers.
Author: Etra, Johnathan & Spinner, Stephanie
Title: Aliens for Breakfast
(1 Volume; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 7-9
Summary: It's been ten years since Richard Bickerstaff
sat down to breakfast and an alien climbed out of his
cereal bowl! Join Richard and Aric, a tiny, wisecracking
creature from the planet Ganoob, as they battle to save
the world from evil aliens in Aliens for Breakfast, Aliens for
Lunch, and Aliens for Dinner. We're reissuing the trilogy
with brand-new covers sporting a space age 10th
Anniversary logo. Now a new generation of readers can
experience the fun and adventure that won these books
rave reviews and loyal fans!
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F
Author: Fine, Anne
Title: The Diary of a Killer Cat
(1 Volume; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age:
Summary: Poor Ellie is horrified when her cat, Tuffy,
drags a dead bird into the house. Then a mouse. Before
long, another apparent victim arrives though the cat-door.
Can softhearted Ellie get her beloved pet to change his
wild, wild ways before he ends up in even deeper trouble?
Especially when Tuffy can't understand what all the fuss is
about? Chock-a-block with lighthearted illustrations,
readers experience a deliciously sharp and funny view of
the world through a cat's eyes.
Author: Fine, Anne
Title: Saving Miss Mirabelle
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: Lancelot's lovely teacher, Miss Mirabelle, is in
big trouble. She's told a giant whopper and unless she can
come up with a brilliant plan, she's going to look very, very
silly. Can Lancelot help this damsel in distress?
Author: Fitzpatrick, Mary-Louise
Title: The Sleeping Giant
(1 Volume; Single sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 6+
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Summary: Off the coast of Ireland there lies an island. It
looks just like a giant sleeping in the sea.
What if it really is a giant – and what if, one day, the
Sleeping Giant wakes up?
Author: Fletcher, Tom.
Title: The Christmasaurus
(9 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: The Christmasaurus is a story about a boy
named William Trundle, and a dinosaur, the
Christmasaurus. It's about how they meet one Christmas
Eve and have a magical adventure. It's about friendship
and families, sleigh bells and Santa, singing elves and
flying reindeer, music and magic. It's about discovering
your heart's true desire, and learning that the impossible
might just be possible . . .
Author: Franklin, Dixon, W.
Title: The Tower Treasure
(1 Volume; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: A dying criminal confesses that his loot has
been stored "in the tower." Both towers of the looted
mansion are searched in vain. It remains for the Hardy
boys to make an astonishing discovery that clears up the
mystery and clears the name of a friend’s father.
Author: French, Vivian
Title: The Kitten with No Name
(1 Volume; Single sided, Single spaced)
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Reading Age: 6-7
Summary: Poor lost Kitten. He doesn't have a name or a
home to call his own. All he wants is to find a warm and
cosy place where someone will love him. Will anyone help
this little kitten?
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G
Author: Gaiman, Neil
Title: The Sleeper and the Spindle (BRF)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: A thrillingly reimagined fairy tale from the truly
magical combination of author Neil Gaiman and illustrator
Chris Riddell – weaving together a sort-of Snow White and
an almost Sleeping Beauty with a thread of dark magic,
which will hold readers spellbound from start to finish. On
the eve of her wedding, a young queen sets out to rescue
a princess from an enchantment. She casts aside her fine
wedding clothes, takes her chain mail and her sword and
follows her brave dwarf retainers into the tunnels under
the mountain towards the sleeping kingdom. This queen
will decide her own future – and the princess who needs
rescuing is not quite what she seems. Twisting together
the familiar and the new, this perfectly delicious,
captivating and darkly funny tale shows its creators at the
peak of their talents. Lavishly produced, packed with
glorious Chris Riddell illustrations enhanced with metallic
ink, this is a spectacular and magical gift
Author: Gibbons, Alan
Title: The Dying Photo
(1 Volume; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9-12
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Summary: A strange man takes a photo of Jimmy's
family. As the camera flashes, Jimmy's parents vanish.
Jimmy is alone. Nobody believes him. Is he going mad?
Author: Grahame, Kenneth
Title: The Wind in the Willows
(1 Volume; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: Meet little Mole, willful Ratty, Badger the
perennial bachelor, and petulant Toad. Over one hundred
years since their first appearance in 1908, they've become
emblematic archetypes of eccentricity, folly, and
friendship. And their misadventures-in gypsy caravans,
stolen sports cars, and their Wild Wood-continue to
capture readers' imaginations and warm their hearts long
after they grow up.
Author: Grant, Michael
Title: Messenger of Fear
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 14+
Summary: I remembered my name - Mara. But, standing
in that ghostly place, faced with the solemn young man in
the black coat with silver skulls for buttons, I could recall
nothing else about myself. And then the games began.
The Messenger sees the darkness in young hearts, and
the damage it inflicts upon the world. If they go
unpunished, he offers the wicked a game. Win, and they
can go free. Lose, and they will live out their greatest fear.
But what does any of this have to do with Mara? She is
about to find out . . .
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Author: Green, John
Title: The Fault in Our Stars
(5 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 14+
Summary: Despite the tumor-shrinking medical miracle
that has bought her a few years, Hazel has never been
anything but terminal, her final chapter inscribed upon
diagnosis. But when a gorgeous plot twist named
Augustus Waters suddenly appears at Cancer Kid Support
Group, Hazel's story is about to be completely rewritten.
Insightful, bold, irreverent, and raw, The Fault in Our Stars
is award-winning author John Green's most ambitious and
heartbreaking work yet, brilliantly exploring the funny,
thrilling, and tragic business of being alive and in love.
Author: Green, Sally
Title: Half Bad
(6 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 14+
Summary: Sixteen-year-old Nathan lives in a cage:
beaten, shackled, trained to kill. In a modern-day England
where two warring factions of witches live amongst
humans, Nathan is an abomination, the illegitimate son of
the world's most terrifying and violent witch, Marcus.
Nathan's only hope for survival is to escape his captors,
track down Marcus, and receive the three gifts that will
bring him into his own magical powers—before it's too
late. But how can Nathan find his father when there is no
one safe to trust, not even family, not even the girl he
loves?
Author: Grylis, Bear
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Title: Burning Angels
(6 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: A prehistoric corpse entombed within an Arctic
glacier, crying tears of blood.
A jungle island overrun by rabid primates - escapees from
a research laboratory's Hot Zone.
A massive seaplane hidden beneath a mountain, packed
with a Nazi cargo of mind-blowing evil.
A penniless orphan kidnapped from an African slum,
holding the key to the world's survival.
Four terrifying journeys. One impossible path.
Only one man to attempt it.
Will Jaeger. The Hunter.
Author: Goodhart, Pippa
Title: Tom Thumb and the Football Team
(1 Volume; Single sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 5-6
Summary: Oxford Reading Tree All Stars are first class
fiction at an appropriate interest level for infants. They are
books by top authors and illustrators written and illustrated
to challenge and motivate able readers. At the same time,
the content is entirely suitable for able infant readers.
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H
Author: Hargreaves, Adam
Title: Little Miss Birthday
(1 Volume; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 2-5
Summary: Little Miss Birthday loves birthdays like her
brother. She knows the right gift to get for anyone on their
birthday,although one day she has a hardtime thinking for
the right birthday present for Mr. Wrong.
Author: Hargreaves, Roger
Title: Mr Messy
(1 Volume; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 2-5
Summary: Mr Neat and Mr Tidy turned Mr. Messy’s life
around and made him neat and tidy
Author: Hartnett, Sonya
Title: The Children of the King
(5 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 10+
Summary: Cecily and Jeremy have been sent to live with
their uncle Peregrine in the English countryside, safe from
the war, along with a young refugee named May. But
when Cecily and May find two mysterious boys hiding in
the ruins of a nearby castle, an extraordinary adventure
begins.
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Author: Hatkoff, Juliana
Title: Winter's Tail – How One Little Dolphin Learned to
Swim Again
(1 Volume; Single sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 6 to 9
Summary: When Winter was a baby, she was rescued
from a crab trap, her tail seriously damaged, and rushed to
Clearwater Marine Aquarium. Winter survived, but
eventually her tail fell off. Then Winter received a
prosthetic tail. It was very challenging but now Winter is
thriving and using her new tail with great command. Every
year, thousands of visitors travel to visit Winter who has
become an inspiration to adults and children alike,
especially to children who are amputees themselves.
Author: Henkes, Kevin
Title: The Year of Billy Miller
(1Volume; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: When Billy Miller has a mishap at the statue of
the Jolly Green Giant at the end of summer vacation he
ends up with a big lump on his head What a way to start
second grade with a lump on your head As the year goes
by though Billy figures out how to navigate elementary
school how to appreciate his little sister and how to be a
more grown up and responsible member of the family and
a help to his busy working mom and stay-at-home dad.
Author: Hibbert, Claire
Title: The Vikings, History Dectectives
(1 Volume; Double sided, Single spaced)
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Reading Age: 8+
Summary: Who were the Vikings? Why did the Vikings
travel so much? What were Viking towns like? What did
the Vikings do for fun?
This book helps children discover the answers to these
and many other fascinating questions. It also recommends
sites on the Internet and sources in your local library
where you can find out more about the Vikings. The
detective shows readers how to write their name using
Viking runes, draw family trees for famous Viking kings
and find places in Britain that have Viking names.
Packed with fascinating information, The History Detective
Investigates series inspires children's curiosity to find out
more about the past. A great tool for readers age 8+
Author: Higson, Charlie
Title: The Hunted
(8 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 12+
Summary: The Hunted is Charlie Higson’s sixth terrifying
instalment in the thrilling The Enemy series. The sickness
struck everyone over fourteen. First it twisted their minds.
Next it ravaged their bodies. Now they roam the streets –
Crazed and hungry. The others had promised that the
countryside would be safer than the city. They were
wrong. Now Ella’s all-alone except for her silent rescuer,
Scarface – and she’s not even sure if he’s a kid or a
grown-up. Back in London, Ed’s determined to find her.
But getting out of town’s never been more dangerousbecause coming in the other direction is every SICKO in
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the country. It’s like they’re being called towards the
capital and nothing is going to stop them…In the
penultimate book in The Enemy series, the survivors’
stories cross with chilling consequences
Author: Hill, Chris
Title: Lucky
(6 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: When lost red squirrel Lucky finds himself in
Albion Park, the native squirrels all around him are bigger,
tougher, and much more . grey. He needs all the luck he
can find to fit in, and even more to pass the Squirrel Trial
that will give him a permanent place in the park. But when
Lucky discovers a plot that threatens their home, he'll
need more than just good fortune on his side .

Author: Hinton, S.E.
Title: The Outsiders
(3 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 14
Summary: According to Ponyboy, there are two kinds of
people in the world: greasers and socs. A soc (short for
"social") has money, can get away with just about
anything, and has an attitude longer than a limousine. A
greaser, on the other hand, always lives on the outside
and needs to watch his back. Ponyboy is a greaser, and
he's always been proud of it, even willing to rumble
against a gang of socs for the sake of his fellow greasers-until one terrible night when his friend Johnny kills a soc.
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The murder gets under Ponyboy's skin, causing his
bifurcated world to crumble and teaching him that pain
feels the same whether a soc or a greaser.
Author: Hopping, Lorraine Jean
Title: Tornadoes!
(1 Volume; Single sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 6-9
Summary: Children learn about some of the wildest
storms on the planet and the scientists who study
tornadoes in the Midwest and "chase" them to save lives.
Includes safety tips.
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J
Author: Johnson, Maureen
Title: The Boy in the Smoke
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: On a cold night, Stephen Dene went to the
Eton boathouse to perform a desperate act. But someone
stopped him along the way, sending his life in a new and
decidedly strange direction--leading him to London, to two
new friends, and to a world of shadows and mystery.
Author: Jones, Gareth P.
Title: The Leaky Battery Sets Sail
(3 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: Wanted: Dead or Alive! (Or smashed into little
bits and delivered in boxes.) Causing chaos wherever they
sail, the robotic Steampunk Pirates are roaming the high
seas, hunting for gold! But the evil Iron Duke has other
ideas… He's determined to capture the pirates in return for
a handsome reward from the King. Can the mechanical
marauders stay one wave ahead of their enemy?
Author: Jones, Gareth P.
Title: The Leaky Battery Sets Sail
(3 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 8+
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Summary: Meet Jonny Jakes, undercover reporter for
banned school newspaper The Woodford Word. Nothing
will stop his pursuit of the truth. Not teachers. Not parents.
Not double detention. When a new head teacher arrives
halfway through term, Jonny smells a rat. Teachers
handing out sweets? All-you-can-eat hamburgers? He's
determined to get to the bottom of it, because Jonny Jakes
investigates the same way he eats his hamburgers: with
relish.
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K
Author: Kessler, Liz
Title: The Tail of Emily Windsnap (BRF)
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: For as long as she can remember, twelveyear-old Emily Windsnap has lived on a boat. And, oddly
enough, for just as long, her mother has seemed anxious
to keep her away from the water. But when Mom finally
agrees to let her take swimming lessons, Emily makes a
startling discovery - about her own identity, the mysterious
father she's never met, and the thrilling possibilities and
perils shimmering deep below the water's surface. With a
sure sense of suspense and richly imaginative details,
first-time author Liz Kessler lures us into a glorious
undersea world where mermaids study shipwrecks at
school and Neptune rules with an iron trident - an
enchanting fantasy about family secrets, loyal friendship,
and the convention-defying power of love.
Author: Kinney, Jeff
Title: Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Greg Heffley’s Journal (BRF)
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 10+
Summary: In book one of this debut series, Greg is happy
to have Rowley, his sidekick, along for the ride. But when
Rowley's star starts to rise, Greg tries to use his best
friend's newfound popularity to his own advantage, kicking
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off a chain of events that will test their friendship in
hilarious fashion
Author: Kinney Jeff
Title: Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Roderick Rules (BRF)
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 10+
Summary: Whatever you do, don't ask Greg Heffley how
he spent his summer vacation, because he definitely
doesn't want to talk about it. As Greg enters the new
school year, he's eager to put the past three months
behind him . . . and one event in particular. Unfortunately
for Greg, his older brother, Rodrick, knows all about the
incident Greg wants to keep under wraps. But secrets
have a way of getting out . . . especially when a diary is
involved.
Author: Kinney, Jeff
Title: Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Last Straw (BRF)
(2 Volumes, Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 10+
Summary Book three. You see, Frank Heffley actually
thinks he can get his son to toughen up, and he enlists
Greg in organized sports and other "manly” endeavours.
Of course, Greg is able to easily sidestep his father's
efforts to change him. But when Greg's dad threatens to
send him to military academy, Greg realizes he has to
shape up . . . or get shipped out.:
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Author: Kinney, Jeff.
Title: Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Hard Luck
(2 Volumes, Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: Book 8. Greg Heffley's on a losing streak. His
best friend, Rowley Jefferson, has ditched him, and finding
new friends in middle school is proving to be a tough task.
To change his fortunes, Greg decides to take a leap of
faith and turn his decisions over to chance. Will a roll of
the dice turn things around, or is Greg's life destined to be
just another hard-luck story?
Author: Kinney, Jeff.
Title: Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Long Haul
(2 Volumes, Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: Book 9. A family road trip is supposed to be a
lot of fun … unless, of course, you're the Heffleys. The
journey starts off full of promise, then quickly takes several
wrong turns. Gas station bathrooms, crazed seagulls, a
fender bender, and a runaway pig – not exactly Greg
Heffley's idea of a good time. But even the worst road trip
can turn into an adventure – and this is one the Heffleys
won't soon forget.
Author: Kinney, Jeff.
Title: Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Old School
(2 Volumes, Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8+
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Summary: Book 10 -Life was better in the old days. Or
was it?That's the question Greg Heffley is asking as his
town voluntarily unplugs and goes electronics-free.
But modern life has its conveniences, and Greg isn't cut
out for an old-fashioned world.
With tension building inside and outside the Heffley home,
will Greg find a way to survive? Or is going 'old school' just
too hard for a kid like Greg?
Author: Kinney, Jeff.
Title: Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Double Down
(2 Volumes, Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: Book 11. The pressure's really piling up on
Greg Heffley. His mom thinks video games are turning his
brain to mush, so she wants her son to put down the
controller and explore his 'creative side'.
As if that's not scary enough, Halloween's just around the
corner and the frights are coming at Greg from every
angle.
When Greg discovers a bag of gummy worms, it sparks an
idea. Can he get his mom off his back by making a movie .
. . and will he become rich and famous in the process? Or
will doubling down on this plan just double Greg's
troubles?
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L
Author: Lake, Nick
Title: Hostage Three
(6 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 14+
Summary: It's a once-in-a-lifetime thing: a girl on a yacht
with her super-rich banker father; a chance for the family
to heal after a turbulent time; the peaceful sea, the warm
sun . . . But a nightmare is about to explode as a group of
Somali pirates seizes the boat and its human cargo - and
the family becomes a commodity in a highly sophisticated
transaction. Hostage One is Dad - the most valuable. Amy
is Hostage Three. As she builds a strange bond with one
of her captors, it becomes brutally clear that the price of a
life and its value are very different things . . .
Author: Lean, Sarah
Title: Jack Pepper
(1 Volume; Single sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 6-10
Summary: The story of an unforgettable dog, from the
bestselling author of A Dog Called Homeless. Someone
special will never be forgotten...When Ruby and Sid see a
poster about a missing dog, they can't believe it. It reminds
them of an adventure they had, and a little dog they once
met. Could it be the same Jack Pepper?
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Author: Lean, Sarah
Title: A Dog Called Homeless
(1 Volume; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: This novel tells how one girl's friendship with a
homeless dog mends a family's heart. Cally Fisher knows
she can see her dead mother, but the only other living soul
who does is a mysterious wolfhound who always seems to
be there when her mom appears. How can Cally convince
anyone that her mom is still with the family, or persuade
her dad that the huge silver-gray dog belongs with them?
With beautiful, spare writing and adorable animals, A Dog
Called Homeless is perfect for readers of novels starring
dogs, such as Because of Winn-Dixie and Shiloh.
Author: Lee, Julia
Title: The Mysterious Misadventures of Clemency
Wrigglesworth
(5 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8-12
Summary: Clemency is utterly penniless and entirely
alone, until she's taken in by the marvellous Marvels - a
madcap family completely unlike her own. But it's a
surprise to them all when she's mysteriously bundled from
the house by the frightening Miss Clawe. Concerned about
her fate, the Marvels set out to find her. Enlisting the help
of some not-quite-genuine Red Indians, it's a calamitous
race across the country. But Clemency's misadventures
are more dire than her rescuers suspect ...will they reach
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her in time? A thrilling adventure mystery with
skulduggery, magic, and dark family secrets.
Author: Lewis, C.S
Title: The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe
(3 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: They opened a door and entered a world-Narnia--the land beyond the wardrobe, the secret country
known only to Peter, Susan, Edmund, and Lucy. Lucy is
the first to stumble through the back of the enormous
wardrobe in the professor's mysterious old country house,
discovering the magic world beyond. At first, no one
believes her. But soon Edmund, Peter and Susan, too,
discover the magic and meet Aslan, the Great Lion, for
themselves. And in the blink of an eye, they are changed
forever.
Author: Lindstrom, Eric
Title: Not if I See You First
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 14+
Summary: Parker Grant doesn't need perfect vision to
see right through you. That's why she created the Rules:
Don't treat her any differently just because she's blind, and
never take advantage. There will be no second chances.
When Scott Kilpatrick, the boy who broke her heart,
suddenly reappears at school, Parker knows there's only
one way to react - shun him so hard it hurts. She has
enough to deal with already, like trying out for the track
team, handing out tough-love advice to her painfully naive
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classmates, and giving herself gold stars for every day she
hasn't cried since her dad's death. But avoiding her past
quickly proves impossible, and the more Parker learns
about what really happened - both with Scott, and her dad
- the more she starts to question if things are always as
they seem.
Author: Litchfield, Ada, B.
Title: A Girl with a Cane in her Hand
(1 Volume; Single sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 6+
Summary: This narrative tells about a young girl name
Valerie who is visually impaired. Valerie is not totally blind,
but has difficulty seeing even with the help of her
eyeglasses. Soon Valerie gets help for her low vision by
learning to use special accommodations such as large
printed books and her cane. The author, Ada B. Litchfield
captures the voice of the child as she describes her
frustrations and difficulties of not seeing well.
Author: Lowry, Lois
Title: The Giver
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 11+
Summary: The Giver, the 1994 Newbery Medal winner,
has become one of the most influential novels of our time.
The haunting story centers on twelve-year-old Jonas, who
lives in a seemingly ideal, if colorless, world of conformity
and contentment. Not until he is given his life assignment
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as the Receiver of Memory does he begin to understand
the dark, complex secrets behind his fragile community.
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M
Author: Maynard, Christopher
Title: I Wonder Why Planes Have Wings
(1 Volume; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 5-8
Summary: Browsers and young students alike will enjoy
these lively question and answer books with their unique
mix of realistic illustration and engaging cartoons. The
enticing questions will amaze, amuse and inspire, while
the highly visual format encourages kids to keep reading.
Author: MacKay, Janis
Title: The Accidental Time Traveller
(8 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: One ordinary day, Saul is on his way to the
corner shop when a girl suddenly appears in the middle of
the road. She doesn't understand traffic, or the things in
shops, and she's wearing a long dress with ruffled
sleeves. Her name is Agatha Black. Agatha Black is from
1813, and Saul needs to find a way to get her back there.
With help from his mates Will and Robbie, he tries to work
out how to make time travel happen.
Author: MacLachlan, Patricia
Title: Through Grandpa’s Eyes
(1 Volume; Single sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 4-8
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Summary: John's Grandpa is blind. But Grandpa has his
own way of seeing. And for John this makes a day spent
with Grandpa an adventure -- of new sounds and smells
and ways of doing everyday things.
Author: McCall, Alex
Title: Attack of the Giant Robot Chickens
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Why did the chicken cross the road? To take
over the world!!! The city of Aberdeen is being terrorized
by giant robot chickens who want to peck out every last
sign of human resistance. The streets are empty, the
adults have vanished - and those left behind are fighting
for survival. Jesse and his friends are desperate to save
their families and stop the feathered fiends. They hatch a
master plan - but can a gang of kids really defeat an army
of angry robot chickens?
Author: McCaughrean, Geraldine
Title: The Middle of Nowhere
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 11+
Summary: When Mary Pinny dies from a snakebite, she
leaves her young daughter, Comity, and husband Herbert
in the Middle of Nowhere. As Stationmaster of the
Kinkindele Repeater Station, Herbert Pinny takes great
pride in his job; receiving morse messages and passing
them down the Wire to the rest of Australia and beyond.
But Comity dreams of a different life - where her mother is
alive and she has her own horse and a new piano - and
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sends letters to her grandmother and her snooty aunt full
of colourful tales of her imaginary life. That is, until the
new station assistant, Quartz Hogg, arrives and brings
Comity and her father sharply back down to earth.
Author: McCombie, Karen
Title: Angels Next Door (BRF)
(3 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: Riley's best friend has gone away forever and
Lauren 'Queen of Everything' Mayhew is making school a
nightmare. It looks like Riley's on her own, until the three
Angelos Sisters move in next door.
Her new neighbours are . . . different. Colourful and
sparkly, they stand out. It's not just their names or how
they dress - there's something magical about them. And
since they arrived there have been loads of strange
coincidences.
Author: McCombie, Karen
Title: The Girl Who Wasn’t There (BRF)
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Maisie doesn’t believe in ghosts… But when
she starts at her new school, there are rumours – of a
long-gone girl who wanders the halls, Could this be the
pale face, the whisper of white that Maisie’s spotted in the
art-room window at night? Together with her friend Kat,
Maisie longs to learn more about the school ghost. Who
was she? What happened to her? Then Kat comes across
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a photograph of something Maisie never expected to
see…
Author: McLachlan, Jenny
Title: Flirty Dancing
(3 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 12+
Summary: Bea Hogg is shy, but she has a fiery core that
she doesn't let many see. When the national dance
competition Star Wars comes to her school looking for
talent, she wants to sign up. It's just her luck that her best
friend Kat ditches her and agrees to enter with school
super-witch Pearl Harris (and Bea's former best friend).
Bea is determined to fight back! But when the school
hottie, Ollie Matthews, who also happens to be Pearl's
boyfriend, decides to enter the competition with Bea to jive
dance, she will have more than a fight on her hands.
Author: McNally, John
Title: Infinity Drake: The Sons of Scarlatti
(6 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9-13
Summary: Infinity Drake - aka Finn (at least his mum
stopped him being christened e=mc2) - is looking forward
to a week away with his mad scientist uncle when they are
summoned to a crisis meeting. A lethal bio-weapon has
been released by a pitiless villain, with incalculable
consequences for mankind...UNLESS Al can shrink a
military team to hunt down the beast. No one reckons on
Finn getting dragged along - but then disaster strikes.
Shrunk to 9mm tall, Finn has to jump in a tiny apache
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helicopter with two soldiers and a crack female pilot in a
race to avert disaster and destroy the Scarlatti - the uberwasp killing machine that's out there, very angry, and
many times their size...(And if you think that's trouble, just
wait till Grandma finds out).

Author: Meadows, Daisy
Title: Ava the Sunset Fairy
(1 Volume; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 6+
Summary: The Night Fairies' magic is missing --- and now
Fairyland is in the dark! Night is not right! Nothing is more
magical than night-time! The Night Fairies are careful to
keep it that way . . . until their special bags of magic dust
go missing. Jack Frost and his goblins are surely causing
trouble again. Now Fairyland and the human world are in
the dark! During Rachel and Kirsty's first night at Camp
Stargaze, they notice that the sunset is . . . green! Can
they help Ava the Sunset Fairy set things right?
Author: Meadows, Daisy
Title: Cherry the Cake Fairy
(1 Volume; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 6+
Summary: The party fairies have been busy preparing for
the fairy King and Queen's 1000th jubilee. Jack Frost isn't
happy as it is also his 500th birthday and no-one has
remembered. He sets out to steal each of the fairies' bags
which hold key ingredients to the magical party. Rachel
and Kirsty must help each fairy.
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Author: Meadows, Daisy
Title: Honey the Sweet Fairy
(1 Volume; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 6+
Summary: It's Queen Titania's and King Oberon's 1000th
jubilee, and the seven Party Fairies are in charge of
making the celebratory party extra-special! However,
naughty Jack Frost has decided to sabotage the
celebrations by hosting his own party, and in order to
make his bigger and better than the kings and queen's he
has sent his naughty goblins to steal each of the seven
Party Fairies' magical party bags... if he succeeds the
Fairyland celebrations will be ruined! Can Kirsty and
Rachel help Honey the Sweet Fairy to rescue her party
bag so that the king and queen's party can be full of
delicious sweets and treats?
Author: Meadows, Daisy
Title: Summer the Holiday Fairy
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 6+
Summary: Summer the Holiday Fairy has got her work
cut out. Jack Frost has moved to Rainspell Island for the
summer and now there are no tinkling ice-cream vans or
sailing boats. Not even any sand on the beach, as Jack
Frost has taken it all to build his giant sandcastle.
Author: Milne, A.A
Title: The Complete Tales of Winnie the Pooh
(13 Volumes, Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 8-12
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Summary: In 1926, the world was introduced to a portly
little bear named Winnie-the-Pooh. Along with his young
friend, Christopher Robin, Pooh delighted readers from the
very beginning. His often befuddled perceptions and
adorable insights won the hearts of everyone around him,
including his close group of friends. From the energetic
Tigger to the dismal Eeyore, A. A. Milne created a
charming bunch, both entertaining and inspirational.
These simple creatures often reflected a small piece of all
of us: humble, silly, wise, cautious, creative, and full of life.
Remember when Piglet did a very grand thing, or Eeyore's
almost-forgotten birthday?
Author: Miller, Sarah
Title: Miss Spitfire: Reaching Helen Keller
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 11+
Summary: Filled with the tension, animosity, and
determination that Annie Sullivan felt upon meeting Helen
Keller, this novel portrays that most important month in
their relationship, March 1887. The story is told through
Annie's voice, and it begins as she travels by train from
Boston to Tuscumbia, AL. The child she has been hired to
teach is both deaf and blind, and there is only one
previous case study that suggests that the six-year-old will
ever be able to learn. As the story unfolds, readers see
that strong-willed Annie is just the person to take on this
formidable task. Her anger at Helen for her contrary ways
is matched only by her disgust at the Keller’s for allowing
the girl to control everyone in the family and have her way.
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In spite of her own temper, the fierce love Annie feels,
almost immediately, for Helen, is evident throughout.
Author: Minay, Rachel
Title: Ancient Egypt: The History Detectives
(1 Volume; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: Who were the Ancient Egyptians? Ancient
Egypt has a remarkable history. Discover the mysteries of
the pyramids, why the Egyptians mummified their people
and the gods and goddesses that ruled their way of life.
It tells the story of many great kings and pharaohs, such
as Tutankhamen and Cleopatra. See how the hieroglyphs
offer an insight into the daily life of the Egyptian people
and how the Rosetta Stone helped unravel the secrets of
the hieroglyphs.
Why did the ancient Egyptians rely so heavily on the river
Nile. Egypt is set in the middle of the desert so Egypt
depended on the Nile for food, transportation and water.
Author: Minay, Rachel
Title: Ancient Greece: The History Detectives
(1 Volume; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: Who were the Ancient Greeks? Ancient
Greece has a remarkable history. Learn about the early
Minoans, mainland Greece and the Greek Islands and the
Olympic games that began in 776 BC.
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There are many great stories from Greece about the
Trojan War and the Wooden Horse to The Odyssey about
a Greek soldier. The Greeks were also famed for their
Gods, Greek art, and they led the way with new ideas
about science, art and philosophy.

Author: Morpurgo, Michael
Title: An Eagle in the Snow
(2 Volumes; Doublle sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: 1940. The train is under attacks from German
fighters. In the darkness, sheltering in a railway tunnel, the
stranger in the carriage with Barney and his mother tells
them a story to pass the time.
And what a story. The story of a young man, a young
soldier in the trenches of World War I who, on the spur of
the moment, had done what he thought was the right
thing. It turned out to have been the worst mistake he ever
could have made – a mistake he must put right before it is
too late…
Author: Morpurgo, Michael
Title: Billy the Kid
(1 Volume; Single sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Billy is mad about football and always has
been. Here the Chelsea Pensioner looks back on his life,
football, playing football for Chelsea F C, his wartime
experiences in the army and more football.
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Author: Morpurgo, Michael
Title: Black Queen
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: Billy is frightened of his neighbour, nicknamed
the 'Black Queen', but when she goes away for a few
days, he warily agrees to look after her cat. Unable to
resist the chance to snoop around her house, Billy begins
to wonder if the Black Queen is hiding her real identity. An
easy read, with a great twist at the end.
Author: Morpurgo, Michael
Title: Kaspar, Prince of Cats
(4 Volumes; Single sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: Johnny didn't expect to end up with Kaspar,
the Savoy cat, on his hands forever, and nor did he count
on making friends with Lizziebeth, a spirited American
heiress. Pretty soon, events are set in motion that will take
them all around the world.
Author: Morpurgo, Michael
Title: Listen to the Moon
(7 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: May, 1915. Alfie and his fisherman father find a
girl on an uninhabited island in the Scillies – injured,
thirsty, lost… and with absolutely no memory of who she
is, or how she came to be there. She can say only one
word: Lucy.
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Where has she come from? Is she a mermaid, the victim
of a German U-boat, or even – as some islanders suggest
– a German spy…?
Only one thing is for sure: she loves music and moonlight,
and it is when she listens to the gramophone that the
glimmers of the girl she once was begin to appear.
WW1 is raging, suspicion and fear are growing, and Alfie
and Lucy are ever more under threat. But as we begin to
see the story of Merry, a girl boarding a great ship for a
perilous journey across the ocean, another melody enters
the great symphony – and the music begins to resolve…
Author: Morpurgo, Michael
Title: Mr Skip
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 6-9
Summary: Jackie wants a horse of her own, one that'll be
the fastest on the estate, the fastest in all Ireland and the
fastest in the world. Mum wants a little cottage in the
country for her and Jackie to live in. What they get is a
garden gnome that Jackie finds in a rubbish skip; one she
lovingly repairs and paints; a gnome she calls Mister Skip.
And Jackie soon discovers that with Mister Skip, anything
is possible. A fairy-tale for today, from a master-storyteller.
Author: Morpurgo, Michael
Title: Not Bad for a Bad Lad
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
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Summary: When a young boy gets a reputation for being
naughty at school, he reacts by being the bad lad that
everyone expects. Leaving school at 14, he becomes a
thief & eventually ends up in prison. But Mr Alfie, the
stable manager, decides to give the boy a chance, letting
him look after the horses. How will things turn out?
Author: Morpurgo, Michael
Title: Only Remembered
(5 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 12+
Summary: 2014 will mark one hundred years since the
outbreak of the First World War. To mark the date, this
beautiful anthology will collect favourite extracts, images
and poems from some of the UK’s leading cultural,
political and literary figures. Poems, short stories, personal
letters, newspaper articles, scripts, photographs and
paintings are just some of the elements of this astonishing
collection, with cover and artwork by renowned illustrator,
Ian Beck. Among the many contributors are Her Royal
Highness the Duchess of Cornwall, Sir Andrew Motion,
Miranda Hart, Dame Jacqueline Wilson, Anthony
Horowitz, Eoin Colfer, Antony Beevor, Emma Thompson,
David Almond, Dr Rowan Williams, Richard Curtis, Joanna
Lumley, Raymond Briggs, Shami Chakrabarti and Sir Tony
Robinson.
Author: Morpurgo, Michael
Title: Private Peaceful
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
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Summary: Thomas 'Tommo’ Peaceful and his elder
brother Charlie do everything together. They used to go to
school together, face their problems together, sleep and
eat together; they even loved the same girl… but now they
have to face the many facets of war together. Can a bond
and loyalty between brothers overcome the brutality of the
front lines and bring them safely home? When the lines of
heroism and cowardice collide, what can one man or even
a brother do to fight the injustices of it all?
Author: Moses, Brian
Title: Brian Moses School Report: Very Funny Poems
About School
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: Find out what goes on behind the staffroom
door, join in at playtime, see what is in the mysterious lostproperty box, go on the school trip, and discover what
teachers do in their spare time - and that’s just the
beginning of the school adventure in this brilliant collection
of poems from the hugely talented Brian Moses.
Author: Murray, Tamsyn
Title: Completely Cassidy Accidental Genius
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Meet Cassidy. With her embarrassing dad,
pregnant mum, loser brother and knicker-chewing dog,
she's almost invisible in her family. So she's hoping Year 7
is her time to shine, especially since a test proved she's
Gifted & Talented. The only problem is she picked her
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answers at random. But surely the school wouldn't make a
mistake about her genius?
Author: Murray, Tamsyn
Title: Completely Cassidy Star Reporter
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Cassidy is determined to discover a hidden
talent to help her stand out from the crowd. So when her
petition to let girls wear trousers gets her noticed by the
editor of the school mag, she's thrilled. Could she be a star
reporter? But her plans go pear-shaped when her
investigations mysteriously end up online. Who's leaking
her top-secret gossip?
Author: Murtagh, Ciaran
Title: The Fincredible Diary of Fin Spencer: Stuntboy
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 6-9
Summary: Fin Spencer begins writing a diary--when he's
a famous stuntboy, he can sell his memoirs and make lots
of money! But he soon realizes it's not a normal diary--it
can change the past! When Fin writes what he SHOULD
have done, that's what everyone remembers. At first, it's
great! Fin stands up to the school bully and wins the talent
show. But sometimes things backfire--Fin falls out with his
best friend and ends up at a Charlie Dimples concert with
a load of six-year-old girls listening to "My Swishy Wishy!"
Can Fin control the diary, or will it control him?
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Author: Muchamore, Robert
Title: Rock War: The Audition
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 11+
Summary: Two kids, one band, one crucial audition.
Noah's a natural on the guitar, and he'd give anything to
get through the Rock War audition. But when he betrays
his best friend to join another band, he knows he's crossed
the line. Will he risk their friendship for the sake of musical
stardom?
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N
Author: Nadin, Joanna
Title: Joe All Alone
(3 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: When 13-year-old Joe is left behind in
Peckham while his mum flies to Spain on holiday, he
decides to treat it as an adventure, and a welcome break
from Dean, her latest boyfriend. Joe begins to explore his
neighbourhood, making a tentative friendship with Asha, a
fellow fugitive hiding out at her grandfather's flat. But when
the food and money run out, his mum doesn't come home,
and the local thugs catch up with him, Joe realises time is
running out too, and makes a decision that will change his
life forever.
Author: Nadin, Joanna
Title: Penny Dreadful is a Record Breaker
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: Three hilarious short stories in one book:
Penny Dreadful versus the Vampire, in which Penny is
worried about growing up to be a clown and decides to
embark on a career as a vampire hunter instead; Penny
Dreadful Looks on the Bright Side, in which miserable
Grandma Grimshaw comes to stay and Penny and her
best friend Cosmo appeal to her softer side, and Penny
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Dreadful and the World Record, in which Penny attempts
to get her name in the record books.
Author: Nesbit, E
Title: The Railway Children
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8-12
Summary: In this much-loved children's classic first
published in 1906, the comfortable lives of three wellmannered siblings are greatly altered when, one evening,
two men arrive at the house and take their father away.
With the family's fortunes considerably reduced in his
absence, the children and their mother are forced to live in
a simple country cottage near a railway station. There the
young trio — Roberta, Peter, and young Phyllis —
befriend the porter and station master. The youngsters'
days are filled with adventure and excitement, including
their successful attempt to avert a horrible train disaster;
but the mysterious disappearance of their father continues
to haunt them. The solution to that painful puzzle and
many other details and events of the children's lives come
to vivid life in this perennial favorite, a story that has
captivated generations of readers
Author: Nesbo, Jo
Title: Doctor Proctor’s Fart Powder
(3 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8-12
Summary: Eleven-year-old Nilly is new to the
neighborhood, but he is quick to make friends: Doctor
Proctor, an eccentric professor who invents wacky potions
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and powders; and brainy Lisa, who is always teased by
the twin terrors Truls and Trym. All is good farty fun when
Nilly and Lisa help Doctor Proctor develop his latest
invention, a powder that makes you fart. The powder
makes Nilly and Lisa VERY popular at school when they
sell it for 50 cents a bag. (And they get revenge on Truls
and Trym by giving them an extra-strength dose of fart
powder that shoots them up into a tree!)...
Author: Nicholson, Simon
Title: Young Houdini: The Magician’s Fire
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: Young Harry Houdini spends his days chaining
himself to train tracks and teetering on wires high above
the city with his two best friends, Arthur and Billie. But
when Harry's friend and magical mentor, Herbie,
disappears, the three friends band together, determined to
rescue the beloved magician.
With nothing more than a mysterious puff of purple smoke,
an ominous threat, and a menacing Bulgarian for
evidence, Harry, Arthur, and Billie embark on a
dangerously thrilling investigation that pushes their skill,
and friendship, to the limits. But can Harry find Herbie
before it's too late?
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O
Author: Orwell, George
Title: Animal Farm
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 13+
Summary: "All animals are equal but some animals are
more equal than others." Revolution is in the air at Manor
Farm after old Major, a prize boar, tells the other animals
about his dream of freedom and teaches them to sing
"Beasts of England." Mr Jones, the drunken farmer, is
deposed and a committee of pigs takes over the running
of the farm. The animals are taught to read and write, but
the dream turns sour, the purges begin and those in
charge come more and more to resemble their
oppressors. Orwell's allegory of the Soviet revolution
remains as lucid and compelling as ever. In beautifully
clear prose, he gives us a vivid gallery of characters and a
fable that conveys the truth about how we are manipulated
through language and the impossibility of finding heaven
on earth.
Author: Olmstead, Kathleen
Title: Anne of Green Gables
(1 Volume; Doubled sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 7-9
Summary: Lucy Maud Montgomery's classic tale, with its
engaging heroine and evocative description of the Prince
Edward Island landscape, never fails to delight
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youngsters. When Matthew Cuthbert goes to the train
station to pick up the orphan he and his sister Marilla plan
to adopt, he expects to meet a boy who can help on the
family farm. Instead it's Anne--a talkative, dreamy, redhaired, freckle-faced 11-year-old little girl who transforms
the Cuthberts' life forever and fills it with love and joy.
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P
Author: Park, Barbara
Title: Junie B. Jones and The Stupid Smelly Bus
(1 Volume; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: Junie B. Jones will do just about anything to
avoid riding on the stinky, smelly, awful schoolbus.
Author: Park, Barbara
Title: Junie B. Jones Has a Monster under her Bed
(1 Volume; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: There’s no such thing as monsters. Mother
and Daddy even said so. But then why is there monster
drool on Junie B.’s pillow? Oh, no! What if Paulie Allen
Puffer is right—what if she really does have a monster
under her bed? If Junie B. goes to sleep, the monster
might see her feet hanging down. And he might think her
piggy toes are yummy little wiener sausages!
Author: Patterson, James
Title: Middle School: How I Got Lost in London
(2 Volumes; Single sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: As school trips go, this one is pretty awesome.
When I was told we were going to London to study Living
History, I thought they were joking. But here I am! Rafe
Khatchadorian - global jetsetter! Now all I need to do is
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find a way of avoiding the school bully, getting Jeanne
Galletta to talk to me, and try not to get lost in London. But
things are never that simple. So fasten your seatbelts and
hold on tight, because this could be a very bumpy flight
Author: Paterson, Katherine
Title: Bridge to Terabithia
(1 Volume; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Jess Aarons has been practicing all summer
so he can be the fastest runner in the fifth grade. And he
almost is, until the new girl in school, Leslie Burke,
outpaces him. The two become fast friends and spend
most days in the woods behind Leslie’s house, where they
invent an enchanted land called Terabithia. One morning,
Leslie goes to Terabithia without Jess and a tragedy
occurs. It will take the love of his family and the strength
that Leslie has given him for Jess to be able to deal with
his grief.
Author: Philip, Gillian
Title: The Lost Children
(7 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: The secrets of the island will be revealed ...
When Molly and her little brother Jack visit their rich
relatives on Ravenstorm Island, Molly feels immediately
on edge. An elderly butler gives them bizarre warnings,
eerie statues of children are dotted around the island, and
- worse - she's expected to be friends with her moody
cousin, Arthur. But things become much worse when Jack
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disappears - and no one else on the island remembers he
ever existed! Molly and Arthur must work together to save
Jack. They unlock a hidden world of vicious spirits, but will
they uncover the secret behind the Lost Children before
it's too late?
Author: Pichon, Liz
Title: The Brilliant World of Tom Gates
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: All Tom Gates wants to do is get tickets to see
his favourite band when they come to town. It's not easy
when he's up against Delia, his weirdo big sister. All of his
plans seem to get him into major trouble!
Author: Pichon, Liz
Title: Tom Gates, A Tiny Bit Lucky
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Will Tom and his band DOGZOMBIES be
LUCKY enough to win the Rock Weekly Band Battle
competition? They just might be if they could find time to
practice! But with inspectors in the school, an amazing
new cartoon on TV, caramel wafers to eat and a stray cat
getting in the way, Tom's a bit too busy having FUN!
Author: Pierce, Lincoln
Title: Big Nate in a Class by Himself (BRF)
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
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Summary: Nate knows he’s meant for big things. REALLY
big things. But things don’t always go your way just
because you’re awesome. Nate barely survives his dad’s
toxic oatmeal before rushing off to school—minus his
lunch. He body slams the no-nonsense principal. He
accidentally insults his least favorite teacher, the horrifying
Mrs. Godfrey (aka Godzilla). And school has barely
started! Trouble always seems to find him, but Nate keeps
his cool. He knows he’s destined for greatness. A fortune
cookie told him so. Here comes BIG NATE, accidental
mischief maker and definitely NOT the teacher’s pet.
Author: Pilkey, Dav
Title: Captain Underpants and the Tyrannical Retaliation
of the Turbo Toilet 2000 (BRF)
(3 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: When the evil Turbo Toilet 2000 was defeated,
George and Harold thought their toilet troubles were over.
Unfortunately, their problems were only beginning. Join
Captain Underpants for another epic showdown of Wedgie
Power vs. Potty Power.
Author: Pope, Brent
Title: Arnold the Noseless Ant Eater
(1 Volume; Single sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age:
Summary:
Author: Pope, Brent
Title: The Hip Hop Opotamus
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(1 Volume; Single sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age:
Summary:
Author: Pope Osborne, Mary
Title: Dinosaurs Before Dark
(1 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 4+
Summary: With an entertaining blend of fact, farce, and
fantasy, Osborne tells the story of Jack and his sister,
Annie, who take a trip in a magic tree house and land in a
time 65 million years ago. They find dinosaurs and
volcanoes and adventure. Veteran storyteller Osborne
builds the power of reading into the story: it's the books in
the tree house that give the kids the magic to travel and
see far, far away.
Author: Pratchett, Terry
Title: Dragons at Crumbling Castle, and other stories
(6 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: Dragons have invaded Crumbling Castle, and
all of King Arthur’s knights are either on holiday or visiting
their grannies. It’s a disaster! Luckily, there’s a spare suit
of armour and a very small boy called Ralph who’s willing
to fill it. Together with Fortnight the Friday knight and
Fossfiddle the wizard, Ralph sets out to defeat the
fearsome fire-breathers. But there's a teeny weeny
surprise in store . . .Fourteen fantastically funny stories
from master storyteller Sir Terry Pratchett, full of time
travel and tortoises, monsters and mayhem!
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R
Author: Reeve
Title: Cakes in Space
(3 Volumes Double Sided, Single Spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: Astra's family are all snoring in their sleeping
pods aboard their spaceship, but Astra is WIDE AWAKE.
With her robot friend, Pilbeam, she goes off exploring and
soon finds out the ship is in deep trouble. It's been
knocked off course and invaded by a gang of Poglites, an
alien salvage crew searching for spoonage (they just
LOVE collecting spoons)!
But even the Poglites need Astra's help when they
discover something far more sinister lurking in the
canteen. Sure, they're cakes; but no one would describe
them as sweet.
Author: Reeve, Philip
Title: Oliver and the Seawigs
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: Along with his friends, a grumpy old albatross,
a short-sighted mermaid, and a friendly island called Cliff,
Oliver sets out to rescue his missing parents. On their
perilous journey the friends meet evil islands, a boy called
Stacey and more sea monkeys than you can wave some
seaweed at.
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Author: Riddel, Chris
Title: Goth Girl & The Ghost of the Mouse
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Ada Goth is the only child of Lord Goth. The
two live together in the enormous Ghastly-Gorm Hall. Lord
Goth believes that children should be heard and not seen,
so Ada has to wear large clumpy boots so that he can
always hear her coming. This makes it hard for her to
make friends and, if she's honest, she's rather lonely.
Then one day William and Emily Cabbage come to stay at
the house and, together with a ghostly mouse called
Ishmael, the three children begin to unravel a dastardly
plot that Maltravers, the mysterious indoor gamekeeper, is
hatching. Ada and her friends must work together to foil
Maltravers before it's too late!
Author: Riddel, Chris
Title: Ottoline Goes to School
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Meet Ottoline and her hairy, helpful friend Mr.
Munroe. Ottoline is off to the Alice B. Smith School for the
Differently Gifted, but she is rather worried that she
doesn't have a special gift. Mr. Munroe is more worried
about the ghost who is said to haunt the school halls at
night. Does Ottoline discover her hidden talent and can
they expose the spook?
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Author: Rix, Megan
Title: The Hero Pup
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: 'For now Patch is just a Helper Pup,' Joe said.
'But one day . . .'
Eleven-year-old Joe is dreading his first Christmas without
Dad.
But then Mum suggests they volunteer for Helper Dogs
and train puppies to help people in need.
Joe has always wanted a dog and when he meets golden
Labrador Patch he knows he's found him. With Joe's love
and training, can Patch go from playful pupy to heroic
helper - and mend Joe's broken heart along the way?
Author: Riordan, Rick
Title: Percy Jackson and the Greek Gods
(8 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: I was just a normal kid, going to school,
playing basketball, skateboarding. The usual. Until I
accidentally vaporized my maths teacher. That's when
things started really going wrong. Now I spend my time
fighting with swords, battling monsters with my friends,
and generally trying to stay alive.
Author: Rowell, Rainbow
Title: Fangirl
(7 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced
Reading Age: 13+
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Summary: Cath and Wren are identical twins, and until
recently they did absolutely everything together. Now
they're off to university and Wren's decided she doesn't
want to be one half of a pair any more. Now Cath has to
decide whether she's ready to open her heart to new
people and new experiences, and she's realising that
there's more to learn about love than she ever thought
possible ...
Author: Rowling, J.K
Title: Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone
(6 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Harry Potter had lived with his aunt, uncle and
cousin for ten miserable years, in a cupboard under the
stairs. He had been with them ever since his parents were
killed in a car crash. When he was younger, Harry
dreamed of being rescued but nothing happened - until he
is rescued by an owl and taken to Hogwarts School of
Witchcraft and Wizardry where he becomes a wizard.
Author: Rowling, J.K
Title: Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets
(7 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Harry, Ron and Hermione have returned to
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry for their
second year. (But they only just made it - they missed the
Hogwarts Express and had to get a flying car!) Soon the
threesome are immersed in the daily round of Potions,
Herbology, Charms, Defence Against the Dark Arts and
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Quidditch. But then horrible things start happening. Harry
hears evil voices. Sinister messages appear on the wall.
But nothing can prepare them for what happens next...
Author: Rowling, J.K
Title: Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Harry is relieved to be back at Hogwarts for his
third year with his friends Ron and Hermione even though
he isn't completely safe! The escaped convict Sirius Black,
a staunch supporter of Voldemort, is after Harry...
Author: Rowling, J.K
Title: Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire
(15 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Harry Potter can't wait for the start of the
school year. It is his fourth year at Hogwarts School of
Witchcraft and Wizardry, and there are spells to be learnt
and Divination lessons (sigh) to be attended. Harry is
expecting these: however, other quite unexpected events
are already on the march.
Author: Rowling, J.K
Title: Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix
(20 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Dumbledore lowered his hands and surveyed
Harry through his half-moon glasses. "It is time," he said,
"for me to tell you what I should have told you five years
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ago, Harry. Please sit down. I am going to tell you
everything."
Author: Rowling, J.K
Title: Harry Potter and the Half Blood Prince
(14 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: 'In a brief statement on Friday night, Minister
for Magic Cornelius Fudge confirmed that He Who Must
Not Be Named has returned to this country and is once
more active. "It is with great regret that I must confirm that
the wizard styling himself Lord - well, you know who I
mean - is alive and among us again," said Fudge.' Harry
Potter and the Half-Blood Prince takes up the story of
Harry Potter's sixth year at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft
and Wizardry, with Voldemort's power and followers
increasing day by day
Author: Rowling, J.K
Title: Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows
(16 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: In the seventh and final instalment of Harry
Potter's adventures, Harry is burdened with a dark and
dangerous task of locating and destroying Voldemort's
remaining Horcruxes. Never has Harry felt so alone, or
faced a future so full of shadows. Harry must find the
strength to complete the task he has been given. He must
leave the warmth, safety and companionship of The
Burrow and follow the inexorable path laid out for him.
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Author: Rowling, J.K.
Title: Harry Potter and the Cursed Child (BRF)
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: The eighth story in the Harry Potter series.
While Harry grapples with a past that refuses to stay
where it belongs, his youngest son Albus must struggle
with the weight of a family legacy he never wanted.

Author: Rowling, J.K.
Title: Fantastic Beasts and Where To Find Them: The
Original Screenplay (BRF)
(3 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: The year is 1926, and Newt Scamander has
just completed a global excursion to find and document an
extraordinary array of magical creatures. Arriving in New
York for a brief stopover, he might have come and gone
without incident, were it not for a No-Maj (American for
Muggle) named Jacob, a misplaced magical case, and the
escape of some of Newt's fantastic beasts, which could
spell trouble for both the wizarding and No-Maj worlds.
Author: Rundell, Katherine
Title: Rooftoppers (BRF)
(3 Volumes, Double Sided, Single Spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Join plucky heroine Sophie, her eccentric
guardian Charles, and her intrepid orphan allies on the
rooftops of Victorian Paris, as they encounter suspense
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and adventure that will keep kids of all ages on the edge
of their seats right to the heartwarming end.
My mother is still alive, and she is going to come for me
one day.
Everyone thinks that Sophie is an orphan. Found floating
in a cello case and swaddled in a Beethoven score, she is
the only recorded female survivor of a shipwreck on the
English Channel. But Sophie remembers seeing her
mother wave for help...
Charles, a fellow survivor and an eccentric scholar, finds
Sophie and brings her home to his London bachelor flat.
Raised in a quirky home filled with music, words and love
(though questionable diet), Sophie grows into a freespirited tomboy with a taste for Shakespeare and the
unshakeable belief that anything is possible. And you
should never ignore a possible.
So when the child welfare agency in its bureaucratic
wisdom threatens to send Sophie to an orphanage, the
optimistic girl and her odd guardian flee to Paris on a
quest to find her mother, starting with the only clue she
has - the address of the cello maker.
Secured in an attic to evade the French authorities,
Sophie escapes through the skylight and meets Matteo
and his network of rooftoppers - homeless urchins who
tightrope walk above the busy streets below, dining on
pigeons and snails alongside the gargoyles and bell tower
of Notre Dame. Together they set out on an unimaginable
adventure, scouring the city for Sophie's mother before
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she is caught and sent back to London - and most
importantly, before she loses hope.

Author: Rundell, Katherine
Title: The Wolf Wilder (BRF)
(3 Volumes, Double Sided, Single Spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Feodora and her mother live in the snowbound
woods of Russia, in a house full of food and fireplaces.
Ten minutes away, in a ruined chapel, lives a pack of
wolves. Feodora's mother is a wolf wilder, and Feo is a
wolf wilder in training. A wolf wilder is the opposite of an
animal tamer: it is a person who teaches tamed animals to
fend for themselves, and to fight and to run, and to be
wary of humans.
When the murderous hostility of the Russian Army
threatens her very existence, Feo is left with no option but
to go on the run. What follows is a story of revolution and
adventure, about standing up for the things you love and
fighting back. And, of course, wolves.
Author: Russell, Rachel Renee
Title: Dork Diaries
(3 Volumes, Double Sided, Single Spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: New school. New mean girl. New crush. New
diary so I can spill about all of it… I put a lot of really
personal stuff in this diary along with my sketches and
doodles. But, mostly it’s about how TRAUMATIC it was
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transferring to my new private middle school, Westchester
Country Day. And, how a lot of the CCP (Cool, Cute &
Popular) kids were really SNOBBY and made my life
TOTALLY miserable. People like, oh, I don’t know,
maybe… MACKENZIE HOLLISTER!! And, it just so
happened that I got stuck with a locker right next to hers. I
could NOT believe I had such CRAPPY luck. I knew right
then and there it was going to be a VERY, VERY long
school year.
Author: Russell, Rachel Renee
Title: Dork Diaries, Party Time
(1 Volume, Arial 24)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Nikki is finally starting to adjust to life at her
new school and things are looking up. She's made some
real friends and her major crush, Brandon, even asks her
to be his lab partner in science, Hello! Seriously awesome
development! But when Nikki overhears mean girl
Mackenzie bragging that Brandon's going to take her to
the Halloween dance, a bummed Nikki agrees to spend
Halloween at a kids' party for her little sister Brianna. It's
only aftershe makes the commitment that she finds out
Mackenzie was lying and that her dream of going to the
party with Brandon could be a reality. Now she's got two
parties to juggle, what's a girl to do?
The second book in the bestselling Dork Diaries series.
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S
Author: Sabin, Francene
Title: The Courage of Helen Keller
(1 Volume; Single sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 6+
Summary: Recounts how the young Helen Keller, left
blind and deaf by a childhood illness, learned to
communicate with the world.
Author: Sedgwick, Marcus
Title: Cudweed’s Birthday
(1 Volume; Single sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 5-8
Summary: Cudweed's birthday is coming up, and, like all
small boys, he has big ideas and many lists about the
presents he'd really like. Preparations for the party are in
full swing at Otherhand Castle and the excitement is
mounting. Sadly though for Cudweed, his parents, Lord
and Lady Otherhand are definitely not keen on him adding
to his collection of pets. Will he be disappointed, or will he
get his heart's desire: a small but noisy monkey? And if he
does get what he wants, will it be by fair means or foul?
Author: Shan, Darren
Title: Lord Loss
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
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Summary: When Grubbs Grady first encounters Lord
Loss and his evil minions, he learns three things: the world
is vicious, magic is possible, demons are real. He thinks
that he will never again witness such a terrible night of
death and darkness. He is wrong.
Author: Simon, Francesca
Title: Horrid Henry
(1 Volume; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: Whenever Henry is around there's trouble with
a capital "T". Everyone agrees he's horrid. His little
brother, Peter, on the other hand, is perfect. But Henry
has ways of getting even with perfect Peter - especially
when moody Margaret is close at hand.
Author: Simon, Francesca
Title: Horrid Henry’s Big Bad Book
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: Horrid Henry gives his classmates nits, scares
off the teachers he doesn't like, battles with the demon
dinner lady, wears pink underpants.
Author: Simon, Francesca
Title: Horrid Henry’s Joke Book
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: Horrid Henry has collected all of his favourite
jokes and is itching to share them. He's divided them into
sections, each one covering a subject he finds fascinating:
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Demon Dinner Ladies laughs, Anti-Aunt jokes, scary
screamers and jokes not suitable for mums. And Henry's
written his own, special introduction to each section. A
side-splittingly funny new book bursting with jokes
collected from primary schools throughout Britain.
Author: Simon, Francesca
Title: Horrid Henry and the Mega Mean Time Machine
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: Four fabulous new stories in which Horrid
Henry builds himself a time machine and tricks Perfect
Peter; Perfect Peter strikes back; Henry dines at
Restaurant Le Posh; and he is made to go on a hike.
Author: Simon, Francesca
Title: Horrid Henry and Moody Margaret
(1 Volume; Single sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: Horrid Henry and Moody Margaret cook up
trouble making Glop!
Author: Simon, Francesca
Title: Horrid Henry’s Underpants
(1 Volume; Single sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: In this collection of four new Horrid Henry
stories, Henry hits on a brilliant way to write thank you
letters, negotiates over vegetables, competes with Perfect
Peter over which of them is sickest, and finds himself
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wearing the wrong underpants, with dreadful
consequences.
Author: Simon, Francesca
Title: Horrid Henry and the Zombie Vampire
(1 Volume; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: This volume contains four stories in which
Horrid Henry terrorizes his classmates at a sleepover in
the museum; plays with Perfect Peter and tricks him into
handing over all his money; gets out of writing his own
story by adapting one of Peter's; and meets the Nudie
Foodie, a celebrity chef, who visits the school.
Author: Singer, A.L.
Title: Disney’s Beauty and the Beast
(1 Volume; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 1+
Summary: A storybook retelling of the Disney version of
the tale of the young maid who releases a handsome
prince from the spell that has turned him into an ugly beast
Author: Smale, Holly
Title: Geek Girl
(5 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 13+
Summary: "My name is Harriet Manners, and I am a
geek." Harriet Manners knows that a cat has 32 muscles
in each ear, a "jiffy" lasts 1/100th of a second, and the
average person laughs 15 times per day. She knows that
bats always turn left when exiting a cave and that peanuts
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are one of the ingredients of dynamite. But she doesn't
know why nobody at school seems to like her. So when
Harriet is spotted by a top model agent, she grabs the
chance to reinvent herself.
Author: Smith, Jim
Title: I’m Not A Loser
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: I've never minded that my name's Barry Loser
because my coolness has always cancelled it out, but ever
since Darren Darrenofski joined school with his horrible
little crocodile face he's been completely ruining my life
about it. Follow Barry as he tries throw off his loserness,
take revenge on the terrible Fronkle-burping Darren
Darrenofski, and finally becomes a winner.
Author: Stanton, Andy
Title: Mr Gum and The Goblins
(3 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: Well, that old roo-de-lally Mr Gum and the
hideous Billy William the Third are once more mucking
things up for everyone. They’re a-schemin’ and a-hatchin’
an’ making their bad plans up on Goblin Mountain. And
why? Because they’re raising up an army of goblins to
stink up the town of Lamonic Bibber once and for all! Can
the brave travellers (the wise old man Friday O’Leary and
the small girl Polly) make it past the Three Impossible
Challenges of Goblin Mountain and save the town from a
fate worse than something very bad indeed? In an epic
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tale of courage, valour and plain idiocy only one thing is
sure: The truth is a lemon meringue!
Perfect for fans of Roald Dahl and David Walliams.
Author: Stanton, Andy
Title: Mr Gum and the Power Crystals
(3 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: Mr Gum and the Power Crystals Can it really
be true that there’s an ancient curse on the town of
Lamonic Bibber? And you guessed it, that old roo-de-lally
Mr Gum and his trusty sidekick Billy William the Third have
something to do with it. But . . . our favourite heroes Polly
and Friday and the gingerbread biscuit Alan Taylor (only
15.24 cm tall) are determined to save the town (sigh of
relief).
Hang on to your heads and prepare to chuckle like a
chipmunk as you’re whisked to the land of talking dogs,
silly songs, Old Granny, and the best chase scene you’ve
ever seen.
Author: Stead, Rebecca
Title: Liar & Spy
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Georges has a lot going on. He's having
trouble with some boys at school, his dad lost his job and
so his mum has started working all the time - and they had
to sell their house and move into an apartment. But
moving into the apartment block does bring one good
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thing - Safer, an unusual boy who lives on the top floor
and runs a spy club.
Author: Stewart, Paul
Title: Sausage
(1 Volume; Single sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 5-8
Summary: Sausage the dog has his own ideas about
what he is required to do to win the dog show. When the
other dogs and their owners misbehave worse than
Sausage, he wins.
Author: Stevens, Robin
Title: Murder Most Unladylike
(5 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 12+
Summary: At Deapdean School for Girls, Daisy Wells and
Hazel Wong have set up their own detective agency. But
they are struggling to find any real crimes to
investigate... (Unless you count the case of Lavinia's
missing tie. Which they don't.)
Then Hazel discovers the Science Mistress, Miss Bell,
lying dead in the Gym.
To add to the mystery, when she and Daisy return five
minutes later, the body has disappeared.
Now Hazel and Daisy not only have a murder to solve:
they have to prove one happened in the first place.
Determined to get to the bottom of the crime before the
killer strikes again Hazel and Daisy must hunt for
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evidence, spy on their suspects and use all the cunning
and intuition they can muster.
But will they succeed? And can their friendship stand the
test?
Author: St John, Lauren
Title: Fire Storm
(5 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 11+
Summary: Teenage eventing star Casey Blue has it all fame, her champion horse Storm, and a boyfriend who
loves her. Then Kyle West walks into her life. The
country's hottest equestrian coach is also drop dead
gorgeous and Casey knows right away that she's in
trouble. But who is Kyle and why are there so many
unanswered questions about his past? And what is his
connection to Anna Sparks, Casey's old rival? As the
Burghley Horse Trials approaches, it becomes clear that
what is at stake is not just the Grand Slam but Casey's life.
Author: St John, Lauren
Title: Race the Wind
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 11+
Summary: When Casey Blue's victory at the Badminton
Horse Trials earns her and Storm an invitation to the
prestigious Kentucky Three Day Event, it is a dream come
true. But that dream is about to turn into a nightmare. After
her father is arrested for a crime Casey is convinced he
didn't commit, she finds herself the victim of a vicious
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blackmailer. To make matters worse, Storm is behaving
like the wild horse he once was. Faced with losing
everything she loves, she needs the help of her farrier
boyfriend, Peter, to win in Kentucky, one of the most
challenging riding competitions there is. But is he for her
or against her?
Author: St John, Lauren
Title: The Midnight Picnic
(2 Volumes; Single sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: When a prize-winning essay earns Laura
Marlin an invitation to a midnight picnic on mysterious
Bodmin Moor she can hardly wait, especially since her
best friend, Tariq, and husky, Skye, get to come too. But
Bodmin is a place steeped in legend and as the fog
descends it becomes hard to separate myth from reality.
When a freak accident leaves the children alone, Laura
has to use all her powers of deduction to outwit an enemy
who may not even exist.
Author: St John, Lauren
Title: The One Dollar Horse
(6 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 11+
Summary: Casey Blue loves horses, but her dreams of
becoming an event rider seem out of reach. One day she
rescues a horse from the knacker's yard before working
hard to nurse the animal back to health. In time a sleek
and highly strung thoroughbred emerges from the bag of
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bones she rescued, so Casey sets about finding out who
her horse really is.
Author: Storr, Catherine
Title: Marianne Dreams
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 11+
Summary: Marianne is no child prodigy at drawing.
Confined to her bed with an illness she finds a pencil in
her great-grandmother's workbox, but the house she
draws is as unsatisfying as always - like a shaky doll's
house with grass as unlike anything growing as ever. But
that night she dreams and rediscovers her drawing in a
completely new world. Returning to this world night after
night, Marianne encounters a strange but familiar boy and
the house takes on an increasingly ominous significance
for both of them.
Author: Stowell, Louie
Title: Usborne Official Astronaut’s Handbook
(1 Volume; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Here, readers can find out about astronauts,
including the training they must undertake, how they travel
into space, and what they do when they're up there. The
book also features a foreword from ESA astronaut Tim
Peake, the first British astronaut to embark on a mission to
the International Space Station.
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Author: Stratton, Alan
Title: The Dogs
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 12+
Summary: Cameron and his mom have been on the run
for five years. His father is hunting them. At least, that’s
what Cameron’s been told. When they settle in an isolated
farmhouse, Cameron starts to see and hear things that
aren’t possible. Soon he’s questioning everything he
thought he knew and even his sanity. What's hiding in the
night? Buried in the past? Cameron must uncover the dark
secrets before they tear him apart.
Author: Strond, Johnathan
Title: The Screaming Staircase
(7 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 11+
Summary: When the dead come back to haunt the living,
Lockwood & Co. step in… For more than fifty years, the
country has been affected by a horrifying epidemic of
ghosts. A number of Psychic Investigations Agencies have
sprung up to destroy the dangerous apparitions. Lucy
Carlyle, a talented young agent, arrives in London hoping
for a notable career. Instead she finds herself joining the
smallest, most ramshackle agency in the city, run by the
charismatic Anthony Lockwood. When one of their cases
goes horribly wrong, Lockwood & Co. have one last
chance of redemption. Unfortunately this involves
spending the night in one of the most haunted houses in
England, and trying to escape alive. Set in a city stalked
by spectres, The Screaming Staircase is the first in a
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chilling new series full of suspense, humour and truly
terrifying ghosts. Your nights will never be the same
again…
Author: Sparkles, Amy
Title: Do Not Enter the Monster Zoo
(1 Volume; Single sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 6+
Summary: What would you do if you received an
invitation to run a zoo full of huge, scary monsters? The
brave little boy in this story leaps at the chance, and
although the monsters seem scary at first, he soon has
them eating out of the palm of his hand.
Author: Symons, Mitchell
Title: How to Avoid a Wombat’s Bum & Other Interesting
Facts
(3 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: The first ready-to-eat breakfast cereal was
Shredded Wheat in 1893 (it beat Kellogg's Corn Flakes by
just five years). Scarlett Johansson, Ashton Kutcher and
Simon Cowell all have twin brothers. Everton were the first
British football club to introduce a stripe down the side of
their shorts. The word DUDE was coined by Oscar Wilde
and his friends. It is a combination of the words 'duds' and
'attitude'. Well you do now! Filled with fantastic facts and
figures to amaze and intrigue . . . once you start reading
you'll be hooked for hours!
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T
Author: Tarshis, Lauren
Title: I Survived the Sinking of the Titanic, 1912
(1 Volume; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 6-9
Summary: Ten-year-old George Calder can't believe his
luck -- he and his little sister, Phoebe, are on the famous
Titanic, crossing the ocean with their Aunt Daisy. The ship
is full of exciting places to explore, but when George
ventures into the first class storage cabin, a terrible boom
shakes the entire boat. Suddenly, water is everywhere,
and George's life changes forever.

Author: Thompson, Pat
Title: An Adventure for Robo Dog
(1 Volume; Single sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 6-7
Summary: Entertaining reads for children of high reading
ability, average maturity and interest level at KS1 An
Adventure for Robodog Ben wants to know what happens
to his toys when he is asleep. He watches and waits, but
nothing happens so he goes to sleep. Then a red light
starts glowing in the toy box
Author: Thompson, Pat
Title: Badcats
(1 Volume; Single sided, Double spaced)
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Reading Age: 6-7
Summary: Intended for infant readers, this work features
teaching notes which include: suggestions for guided
reading, support for comprehension, support for writing
and independent work, and photocopiable parent's page
for suggestions for reading at home.
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U
Author: Unknown
Title: The Children of Lir
(1 Volume; Single sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 7-11
Summary: The story of the Children of Lir is one of the
best known tales of Ireland. This story tells of Lir and his
wife Aobh and their four children called Aodh,
Fionnghuala, Fiachra and Conn.
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W
Author: Waddell, Martin
Title: Farmer Skiboo Stories
(1 Volume; Single sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 4-5
Summary: Martin Waddell is well-known for his number of
prize-winning books. He is widely regarded as one of the
finest contemporary writers of books for young people.
Author: Wallace, Danny
Title: Hamish and the Worldstoppers
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: What would YOU do... if the whole world just
stopped? Yes the WHOLE WORLD. Birds in the air.
Planes in the sky. And every single person on the planet except you! Because that's what keeps happening to tenyear-old Hamish Ellerby. And it's being caused by The
World Stoppers and their terrifying friends The Terribles!
They have a PLAN! They want to take our world for their
own . . . Oh, and they hate children. Especially if you're a
child who knows about them. Hang on - You know now,
don't you? Oh dear. Can Hamish save us from the
WorldStoppers? Only time will tell!
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Author: Walliams, David
Title: Demon Dentist
(3 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Darkness had come to the town. Strange
things were happening in the dead of night. Children
would put a tooth under their pillow for the tooth fairy, but
in the morning they would wake up to find ... a dead slug ;
a live spider ; hundreds of earwigs. Evil was at work, but
who or what was behind it?
Author: Walliams, David
Title: Gangsta Granny
(3 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Ben is bored beyond belief after he is made to
stay at his grandma’s house. She’s the boringest grandma
ever: all she wants to do is play Scrabble and eat cabbage
soup. But there are two things Ben doesn’t know about his
grandma. 1) She was once an international jewel thief. 2)
All her life, she has been plotting to steal the Crown
Jewels, and now she needs Ben’s help…
Author: Walliams, David
Title: Grandpa’s Great Escape
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Set in the 1980s, this item is about a 12 year
boy "Jack" and his relationship with his Grandpa.
Grandpa's memory is slipping. He often mistakes Jack for
his WWII squadron leader. Jack's parents have sent
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Grandpa to a boring rest home, he wants to escape. Will
Jack help him?
Author: Walliams, David
Title: Mr Stink
(5 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: It all starts when Chloe makes friends with Mr
Stink, the local tramp. Yes, he smells a bit. But when it
looks like he might be driven out of town, Chloe decides to
hide him in the garden shed. Now Chloe's got to make
sure no one finds out her secret. And speaking of secrets,
there just might be more to Mr Stink than meets the eye…
or the nose.
Author: Walliams, David
Title: Ratburger
(3 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: This is the story of a little girl called Zoe.
Things are not looking good for Zoe. Her stepmother
Sheila is so lazy she gets Zoe to pick her nose for her.
The school bully Tina Trotts makes her life a misery –
mainly by flobbing on her head. And now the evil Burt from
Burt’s Burgers is after her pet rat! And guess what he
wants to do with it? The clue is in the title… This
screamingly funny Number One bestseller is not to be
missed!
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Author: Webb, Holly
Title: The Case of the Stolen Sixpence, A Maisie Hictins
Mystery
(3 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: In the tradition of the Sherlock Holmes
mysteries comes The Mysteries of Maisie Hitchins!
Twelve-year-old Maisie is a noticing sort of person. Thats
why she is convinced she would make an excellent
detective if she ever got the chance! But instead of
detecting, she spends her days polishing the banisters at
her grandmother's boarding house or fetching fish for the
lodgers' dinner. In The Case of the Stolen
Sixpence, Maisie's big chance to prove herself finally
arrives when crime strikes her Victorian London
neighborhood. While the grown-ups turn a blind eye to the
whodunit and justice goes un-served, Maisie and her
canine sidekick, Eddie, search the streets for clues to
crack the case.
Author: Westcott, Rebecca
Title: Dandelion Clocks
(4 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Dandelion Clocks by Rebecca Westcott will be
loved by fans of Jacqueline Wilson, Cathy Cassidy or
Annabel Pitcher. Liv takes us on a journey through her life
from "Thirteen Weeks Before" to "Six Months After". We
discover Liv's passion for photography, her brother's
obsession with sticking to the rules, the stupidity of
Moronic Louise at school, and how the family copes as
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Mum's terminal illness takes hold . . . Guided by Mum's
own childhood diaries, Liv finds a new way to live.
Author: White, E.B.
Title: Charlotte’s Web
(6 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: These are the words in Charlotte's Web, high
up in Zuckerman's barn. Charlotte's spiderweb tells of her
feelings for a little pig named Wilbur, who simply wants a
friend. They also express the love of a girl named Fern,
who saved Wilbur's life when he was born the runt of his
litter. E. B. White's Newbery Honor Book is a tender novel
of friendship, love, life, and death that will continue to be
enjoyed by generations to come.
Author: Wilder, Laura Ingles
Title: Little House in the Big Woods
(1 Volume; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: Inside the little house in the Big Woods live the
Ingalls family: Ma, Pa, Mary, Laura and baby Carrie.
Outside the little house are the wild animals: the bears and
the bees, the deer and the wolves. This is the classic tale
of how they live together, in harmony mostly, but
sometimes in fear . . .The timeless stories that inspired a
TV series can now be read by a new generation of
children. Readers who loved Anne of Green Gables, Little
Women, and Heidi will be swept up by this timeless rural
coming of age saga. Perfect escapism for readers aged
8+.
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Author: Williamson, Lara,
Title: The Boy who Sailed the Ocean in an Armchair
(5 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: Becket Rumsey is all at sea. His dad has run
away with him and his brother Billy in the middle of the
night. And they've left everything behind, including their
almost-mum Pearl. Becket has no idea what's going on it's a mystery. So with the help of Billy and a snail called
Brian, Becket sets out on a journey of discovery. It's not
plain sailing but then what journeys ever are? An
extraordinary story of courage, dreams and finding your
way.
Author: Wilson, Jaqueline
Title: Connie and the Water Babies
(2 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 6-8
Summary: Connie's terrible fear of water is made worse
by the fact that her twin baby brother and sister are taking
to it like proverbial ducks! Everyone in the family tries to
help Connie overcome her phobia, but when they start
losing patience, there is a series of strange occurrences.
Author: Wilson, Jaqueline
Title: Katy
(8 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8-13
Summary: Inspired by Susan Coolidge's classic What
Katy Did, read Jacqueline Wilson's modern day take on
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the story about the feisty tomboy heroine.
Katy Carr is a lively, daredevil oldest sister in a big family.
She loves messing around outdoors, climbing on the
garage roof, or up a tree, cycling, skateboarding,
swinging... But her life changes in dramatic and
unexpected ways after a serious accident.
Katy is an irresistible modern version of a much-loved
classic.
Author: Wilson, Jaqueline
Title: Opal Plumstead
(9 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8-13
Summary: Opal Plumstead might be plain, but she has
always been fiercely intelligent.
Yet her scholarship and dreams of university are snatched
away when her father is sent to prison, and fourteen-yearold Opal must start work at the Fairy Glen sweet factory to
support her family.
She struggles to get along with her other workers, who
think she’s snobby and stuck up.
But Opal idolises Mrs Roberts, the factory’s beautiful,
dignified owner. The best thing about Mrs Roberts?
She’s a suffragette!
Opal’s world is opened to Mrs Pankhurst, and the fight to
give women the right to vote.
And when Opal meets Morgan, Mrs Roberts’ handsome
son , and heir to Fairy Glen- she believes she’s found her
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soulmate. But the First World War is about to begin, and
will change Opal's life for ever.
Author: Wilson, Jaqueline
Title: Paws and Whiskers
(13 Volumes; Double sided, Double spaced)
Reading Age: 8-13
Summary: Paws and Whiskers is a 2014 fundraising
anthology for the Battersea Dogs and Cats Home,
featuring some of the best children's stories about cats
and dogs of all time, selected by multi-award-winning and
best-selling children's author Jacqueline Wilson
Author: Wooding, Chris
Title: Pale
(1 Volume; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: The Lazarus Serum can bring you back from
the dead - but when you come back you've changed you're a Pale, an outcast. It's the last thing Jed wants, but
an accident changes everything and Jed's forced to
discover the true cost of living forever.
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Z
Author: Zephaniah, Benjamin
Title: Terror Kid
(3 Volumes; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 13
Summary: Despite his best efforts to stay on the right side
of the law, Rico is angry and frustrated at the injustices he
sees happening at home and around the world. He wants
to do something - but what? When he is approached by
Speech, a mysterious man who shares his hacktivist
interests, Rico is given the perfect opportunity to speak out
about injustice. After all, what harm can a peaceful cyber
protest do.
Author: Zucker, Jonny
Title: Football Force
(1 Volume; Double sided, Single spaced)
Reading Age: 7-11
Summary: Since the invention of power-enhancing body
armour, football has never been the same. The youth
league is dominated by the ruthless Vestige United.
However, Jim Tranton thinks Vestige may be cheating. He
enters the dangerous underworld of the armour
companies to learn how and makes a startling discovery.
Now the only way to prove Vestige are cheats is to join the
team undercover. Is Jim ready to play ball?
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UEBTV (TwinVision) Books
All TwinVision titles are one volume each

UEB1
A
Author: Albee, Sarah
Title: Elmo Says…
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: You can play along with the Sesame Street
gang as they play “Elmo says!”
Author: Allard, Harry
Title: Miss Nelson is Missing!
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: Miss Nelson’s class can’t wait to get her back
after having a witch of a substitute! Kids and adults alike
will love the surprise ending!
Author: Apple, Jordan
Title: Tinker Bell, A Fairy Tale
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: Tinker Bell is the newest fairy in Pixie
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Hollow. Can she learn to accept and enjoy her
talent for tinkering?
Author: Arrowsmith, Vicky
Title: The Usborne Alphabet Picture Book
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: This beautiful book will help children
learn their ABCs.
Author: Awdry, Wilbert
Title: Thomas: Rolling on the Rails
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Kids will love
reading about Thomas the Tank Engine and playing with
this fun book on wheels!
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B
Author: Barrett, Judi
Title: Cloudy With A Chance of Meatballs
(Single spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: Imagine a town where it rains soup, and it
snows mashed potatoes!
Author: Berrien Berends, Polly
Title: I heard said the Bird
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: "I heard," said the bird, "that there's a NEW
ONE coming." The barnyard is bustling with the news. But
what is the "new one" going to be? Is it a duckling? Or a
piglet? Rhyming text in this charming barnyard tale with a
gentle surprise at the end."This upbeat book is perfect for
children anticipating the birth of a 'new one' in their own
homes."
Author: Bonnet, Rosalinde
Title: Usborne Very First ABC
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: This beautiful book is the perfect way to
introduce young children to the letters of the alphabet and
simple words!
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Author: Bridwell, Norman
Title: Clifford’s Animal Sounds
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Clifford the Big Red Dog sets a
good example. He’s very good at sharing!
Author: Bridwell, Norman
Title: Clifford’s Bedtime
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Clifford the small red puppy exasperates his
mother by thinking of many ways to postpone bedtime.
Author: Bridwell, Norman
Title: Clifford’s Bedtime
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Clifford the small red puppy exasperates his
mother by thinking of many ways to postpone bedtime.
Author: Bridwell, Norman
Title: Clifford’s Noisy Day
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Clifford the small red puppy takes a walk in his
neighbourhood and hears all kinds of new sounds.
Author: Brook-Piper, Holly
Title: Animal Shapes
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
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Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Little ones will love Animal Shapes, a touchand-feel first concept book that's filled with familiar animals
and shapes in their worlds. Filled with repetitive text and
bright, friendly art, this book is perfect for the youngest of
readers.
Author: Brook-Piper, Holly
Title: Animal Friends
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Little ones will love ANIMAL FRIENDS, a
touch-and-feel book that's filled with familiar animal
friends. They can pet the mane of a furry lion, feel the
scaly skin of a fish, and much more! Filled with repetitive
text and bright, friendly art, this book is perfect for the
youngest of readers
Author: Brook-Piper, Holly
Title: On the Farm
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Little ones will love ON THE FARM, a touchand-feel book that's filled with adorable baby animals and
their mamas. They can pet a woolly sheep, a furry dog, a
silky horse, and much more! Filled with repetitive text and
bright, friendly art, this book is perfect for the youngest of
readers.
Author: Brown, Marc
Title: Arthur: Lost and Found
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(Double spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 5 to 8
Summary: When Arthur and Buster take the bus, they fall
asleep and end up in a strange place.
Author: Brown, Marc
Title: Arthur’s Christmas
(Double Spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 5 to 8
Summary: Arthur puts a lot of time, effort, and thought
into his special present for Santa Claus.
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C
Author: Cartwright, Stephen
Title: Animal Noises
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Very simple pictures and words make this a
perfect book for introducing animal noises to very young
children.
Author: Cerf, Bennett
Title: Riddles and More Riddles!
(Double spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 3 to 7
Summary: In this book the riddles are in print and braille,
but the answers are in braille only!
Author: Church, Caroline Jayne
Title: Good Night, I Love You
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Help the kids get ready for bed with
this soothing good-night rhyme.
Author: Church, Caroline Jayne
Title: Ten Tiny Toes
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
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Summary: The rhyming words and motions to do make
“Ten Tiny Toes” one great book!
Author: Clements, Andrew
Title: Pets to the Rescue: Brave Norman
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: The true story of Norman, a blind dog who
rescued a drowning child.
Author: Clements, Andrew
Title: Pets to the Rescue: Ringo Saves the Day
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: A young woman and her husband are glad that
they gave a stray kitten a home when it saves their lives
by alerting them to a gas leak
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D
Author: Dewdney, Anna
Title: Llama, Llama, hoppity-hop
(Single spaced; Board Book)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Can you move like Llama Llama? Watch
Llama hop, stretch, touch, and tap in this board book by
Anna Dewdney. Then you can do it, too!
Author: Depaola, Tomie
Title: Now One Foot, Now the Other
(Single spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: This touching story about a young boy coping
with his grandfather's disability has long been one of
Tomie dePaola's most popular picture books. Readers of
all ages will love to watch Grandpa Bob teach Bobby to
walk, and how Bobby returns the favor when Bob has a
stroke.
Author: DK Books
Title: Touch and Feel: Farm
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Learn about the animals on the farm with this
fun touch & feel book.
Author: DK Books
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Title: Touch and Feel: Fire Engine
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: From rubbery tires to shiny bumpers, there are
all sorts of textures to explore in this fun book.
Author: DK Books
Title: Touch and Feel: Pets
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Here are some adorable pets to touch and
feel, from bunnies to puppies!
Author: DK Books
Title: Touch and Feel: Jungle Animals
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Jungle animals to feel, from jaguars to
toucans!
Author: DK Books
Title: Touch and Feel: Baby Animals
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Stroke, tickle and touch the textures together
with your child and help them discover all about baby
animals. Let their little hands roam and discover how fluffy
the chicks are and how furry the seal pups feel.
Author: DK Books
Title: Touch and Feel: Farm
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(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Twinkly, bumpy, scaly, silky, sandy, sticky and
shiny textures in a chunky package will help your child
discover all about farms. Oink oink! Quack quack! Let their
little hands roam and feel how velvety the pigs nose is and
how fluffy the chicks feel.
Author: DK Books
Title: On The Move
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Discover cool cars, terrific trucks and super
ships in this tactile book for visually impaired readers.
Author: DK Books
Title: Animals
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: From butterflies to big cats, discover the world
of animals in this tactile reference book.
Author: DK Books
Title: It Can’t Be True
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: A fascinating collection of tactile comparisons
reveals astonishing facts about the world around us.
Author: DK Books
Title: Playtime Peekaboo!
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(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: We all know how much children love playing
peekaboo—they can’t get enough of it! DK's Peekaboo
Books combines fun and learning with this interactive book
that children will adore. Play along with your child as they
develop memory and sensory skills.
Author: Dubowski, Mark & East Dubowski, Cathy
Title: A Horse called Seabiscuit
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Seabiscuit didn't start out a winner. He was a
runt who was squat and funny looking. But Seabiscuit
became a champion, and during the dark days of the
Depression, he grew so popular that newspapers, radio
shows, and magazines covered his every move. The soul
and personality of this great-hearted horse are captured in
this lively easy reader.
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E
Author: Eastman, P.D
Title: Go Dog Go
(Single spaced; Board book, Pictures
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: This book is a classic that’s great for prereaders and beginning readers!
Author: Edgar, Amy
Title: Stuart Little: Spooky Surprise
(Single spaced; Board book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 4 to 7
Summary: Join Stuart Little for an adventure that gets a
little spooky!
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F
Author: Fletcher, Tom; Devries, Shane
Title: The Christmasaurus (BRF)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: The Christmasaurus is a story about a boy
named William Trundle, and a dinosaur, the
Christmasaurus. It's about how they meet one Christmas
Eve and have a magical adventure. It's about friendship
and families, sleigh bells and Santa, singing elves and
flying reindeer, music and magic. It's about discovering
your heart's true desire, and learning that the impossible
might just be possible . . .
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G
Author: Gibbs, Edward
Title: Little Bee
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: All the animals are running away, but what are
they afraid of? Children will want to turn the pages to find
out!
Author: Gibby, Bayne
Title: You Mean the World To Me
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: A sweet rhyming book expressing a mother’s
love for her child.
Author: Grogan, John
Title: Strike Three Marley!
(Double spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: Watching his first baseball game, Marley the
rambunctious young Labrador roots for the home team by
howling up a storm, catching fly balls, chewing on bats
and slobbering on the bases.
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H
Author: Hapka, Catherine
Title: Shrek the Third: Friends and Foes
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 5 to 8
Summary: Shrek is next in line to be King. He
doesn’t want the job!
Author: Hapka, Catherine
Title: Pony Crazy
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: Meg loves horses, and on her first day at a
new school, she meets two girls who are as pony
crazy as she is!
Author: Herman, Gail
Title: Monsters Inc: Boo on the Loose
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 5 to 8
Summary: Mike and Sulley don’t know what to do when a
girl enters their monster world.
Author: Herman, Gail
Title: Scooby Doo 2: Disappearing Donuts
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 5 to 8
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Summary: Ruh-roh! There are donuts missing, but
Scooby-Doo is on the case!
Author: Hill, Susan
Title: Stuart Little Sets Sail
(Double spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 3 to 7
Summary: Join Stuart Little for an adventure that gets a
little wet!
Author: Hills, Tad
Title: Duck & Goose It's Time for Christmas
(Double spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Goose wants to make snow angels and go
sledding—but Duck knows it's time for Christmas!
Author: Hoban, Russell
Title: A Bargain for Frances
(Double spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: In A Bargain for Frances, Frances and Thelma
are friends--most of the time. Thelma always seems to get
Frances into trouble. When she tricks Frances into buying
her tea set, it's the last straw. Can Frances show her that
it's better to lose a bargain than lose a friend?
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J
Author: Jellycat Books
Title: Dance Bunny Dance!
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Follow a very active bunny who hops,
jumps and twirls!
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K
Author: Katrina, Fearn
Title: Baby’s Very First Touchy Feely Book
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: The high contrast
illustrations and touchy-feely patches are perfect for
young children!
Author: Katrina, Fearn
Title: Baby’s Very First Touchy Feely Animals Book
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: Bright images and tactile
patches depicting adorable animals will make
this book a family favorite.
Author: Kinney, Jeff.
Title: Diary of a Wimpy Kid (BRF)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: Let me get something straight: this is a
JOURNAL, not a diary. This was Mom's idea, not mine.
But if she thinks I'm going to write down my "feelings" in
here or whatever, she's crazy. The only reason I agreed to
do this at all is because I figure later on when I'm rich and
famous, this book is going to come in handy. But for now
I'm stuck with a bunch of morons.
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Author: Kinney, Jeff.
Title: Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Rodrick Rules (BRF)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: Book 2. Whatever you do, don't ask Greg
about his summer vacation because he definitely doesn't
want to talk about it …
Author: Kinney, Jeff.
Title: Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Last Straw (BRF)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: Book 3.You know how you're supposed to
come up with a list of "resolutions" at the beginning of the
year to try to make yourself a better person? Well, the
problem is, it's not easy for me to think of ways to improve
myself, because I'm pretty much one of the best people I
know. But Greg's dad has other ideas. He wants Greg to
change his wimpy ways, toughen up and enlist in other
"manly" endeavours. And when he threatens to send Greg
to military academy, Greg realises he has to shape up …
or get shipped out.
Author: Kinney, Jeff.
Title: Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Hard Luck (BRF)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: Book 8. Greg Heffley's on a losing streak. His
best friend, Rowley Jefferson, has ditched him, and finding
new friends in middle school is proving to be a tough task.
To change his fortunes, Greg decides to take a leap of
faith and turn his decisions over to chance. Will a roll of
the dice turn things around, or is Greg's life destined to be
just another hard-luck story?
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Author: Kinney, Jeff.
Title: Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Long Haul (BRF)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: Book 9. A family road trip is supposed to be a
lot of fun … unless, of course, you're the Heffleys. The
journey starts off full of promise, then quickly takes several
wrong turns. Gas station bathrooms, crazed seagulls, a
fender bender, and a runaway pig – not exactly Greg
Heffley's idea of a good time. But even the worst road trip
can turn into an adventure – and this is one the Heffleys
won't soon forget.
Author: Kinney, Jeff.
Title: Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Old School (BRF)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: Book 10. Life was better in the old days. Or
was it? That’s the question Greg Heffley is asking as his
town voluntarily unplugs and goes electronics-free. But
modern life has its conveniences, and Greg isn’t cut out
for an old-fashioned world. With tension building inside
and outside the Heffley home, will Greg find a way to
survive? Or is going “old school” just too hard for a kid like
Greg?
Author: Kinney, Jeff.
Title: Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Double Down (BRF)
Reading Age: 8+
Summary: Book 11. The pressure’s really piling up on
Greg Heffley. The only thing he’s good at is playing video
games, but his parents want him to broaden his horizons
by doing something—anything!—else. When Greg finds
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an old video camera in his basement, he thinks he may
have discovered just the thing to prove he’s got big-time
talent. With the help of his best friend, Rowley, Greg
hatches a plan to make a scary movie . . . and to become
rich and famous in the process. But is doubling down on
movie-making a smart plan? Or is it just a recipe for
doubling Greg’s troubles?
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L
Author: Lakin, Patricia
Title: Helen Keller and the Big Storm
(Double spaced, Single sided; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: A true incident in the life of young Helen Keller
in which she gets stuck in a storm and her teacher, Annie
Sullivan, rescues her.
Author: Little Bee
Title: Animal Shapes
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Introduce shapes to your little one with this
touch-and-feel book that’s filled with adorable animals and
tactile shapes!
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M
Author: Magsamen, Sandra
Title: Butterfly Kisses
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Butterfly Kisses will inspire
families to read and shower their little ones with
butterfly kisses!
Author: Magsamen, Sandra
Title: Bedtime Bunny
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Say goodnight to your little one with this sweet
book and finger puppet.
Author: Magsamen, Sandra
Title: Love Bug
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Tickle, giggle, and play along with this
sweet rhyming board book and adorable finger
puppet.
Author: Martin, Bill
Title: Knots on a Counting Rope
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
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Summary: In this poignant story, the counting rope is a
metaphor for the passage of time and for a boy's emerging
confidence in facing his blindness.
Author: Mayer, Gina & Mercer
Title: Just a Bad Day
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: It's a rainy day and things keep going wrong
but Little Critter finds out that even the worst day can
always change for the better.
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N
Author: No Author
Title: The Little Red Hen
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: The timeless story of a hen who does all the
work and reaps all the benefits!
Author: Nesbit, E.
Title: The Railway Children (BRF)
Reading Age: 10+
Summary: When Father goes away with two strangers
one evening, the lives of Roberta, Peter and Phyllis are
shattered. They and their mother have to move from their
comfortable London home to go and live in a simple
country cottage, where Mother writes books to make ends
meet. However, they soon come to love the railway that
runs near their cottage, and they make a habit of waving
to the Old Gentleman who rides on it. They befriend the
porter, Perks, and through him learn railway lore and
much else. They have many adventures, and when they
save a train from disaster, they are helped by the Old
Gentleman to solve the mystery of their father's
disappearance.
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P
Author: Parish, Peggy
Title: Amelia Bedelia
(Double spaced, Single sided; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: A new maid's first day of housework becomes
a hilarious affair as she follows her list of duties exactly
Author: Penn, Audrey
Title: The Kissing Hand
(Double spaced, Single sided; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: School is starting in the forest, but Chester
Raccoon does not want to go. To help ease Chester's
fears, Mrs. Raccoon shares a family secret called the
Kissing Hand to give him the reassurance of her love any
time his world feels a little scary.
Author: Pichon, Liz
Title: The Brilliant World of Tom Gates (BRF)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Welcome to the brilliant world of Tom Gates.
Or rather, welcome to Tom’s battered homework diary,
where he writes down all the funny stuff that happens to
him. Who is Tom? A naughty schoolkid with a talent for
doodling (and for making you laugh till your sides go
ouch). Nobody takes Tom seriously. Not his grumpy sister,
Delia. Not his parents. And DEFINITELY not his angry
teacher, Mr Fullerman, who thinks Tom is a total waste of
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space. But Mr Fullerman has things VERY WRONG. Tom
Gates is a TOTAL FUNNY STAR!
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R
Author: Renee, Russell
Title: Dork Diaries 1 (BRF)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Meet Nikki Maxwell! She’s starting eighth
grade at a new school—and her very first diary packed
with hilarious stories and art in this SUPER SQUEE
updated edition of Book One of the #1 New York Times
bestselling Dork Diaries series!
Nikki confesses all in her first diary ever: her epic battle
with her mom for an iPhone, meeting her new soon-to-be
BFFs Chloe and Zoey, falling for adorably sweet crush
Brandon, dealing with her zany little sister Brianna’s
antics—and the immediate clashes with mean girl
Mackenzie, who becomes Nikki’s rival in a schoolwide art
competition.
Author: Renee, Russell
Title: Dork Diaries 2: Party Time (BRF)
Reading Age: 9+
Summary: Nikki is finally starting to adjust to life at her
new school and things are looking up. She's made some
real friends and her major crush, Brandon, even asks her
to be his lab partner in science, Hello! Seriously awesome
development! But when Nikki overhears mean girl
Mackenzie bragging that Brandon's going to take her to
the Halloween dance, a bummed Nikki agrees to spend
Halloween at a kids' party for her little sister Brianna. It's
only aftershe makes the commitment that she finds out
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Mackenzie was lying and that her dream of going to the
party with Brandon could be a reality. Now she's got two
parties to juggle, what's a girl to do?
Author: Rey, Margret and H.A
Title: Curious George Goes to the Dentist
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 5 to 7
Summary: Curious George accompanies his friend to the
dentist's office and helps alleviate a girl's fear of the chair.
Author: Rey, Margret and H.A
Title: Curious George Goes to a Restaurant
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 5 to 7
Summary: George goes out to dinner and gets into
trouble, but ends up a hero!
Author: Rey, Margret and H.A
Title: Curious George Makes Pancakes
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 5 to 7
Summary: Every year George and the Man with the
Yellow Hat attend the pancake breakfast to benefit the
children’s hospital. Always curious, George finds his way
to the pancake table. After making some of the most
interesting pancakes the crowd has ever seen, George
gets into even more monkey mischief. Activities include
colouring, fun facts, and funny faces pancake recipe.
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Author: Rofe, April
Title: The SENSEsational Alphabet
(Double spaced; Sound book Tactile)
Reading Age: 3+
Summary: Learning the alphabet has never been excitin
and stimulating!
Author: Rylant, Cynthia
Title: Henry and Mudge Get the Cold Shivers
(Double spaced, Single sided; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: In the seventh and homiest of the Henry and
Mudge books, two best friends get sick, and better, with a
little bit of rest and care and a lot of love.
Author: Rylant, Cynthia
Title: Henry and Mudge and the Wild Goose Chase
(Double spaced, Single sided; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: This time Henry & Mudge are off for a day in
the country. While Henry's parents are buying farm-fresh
food, he and Mudge enjoy meeting some friendly farm
animals -- but look out when they cross paths with an
angry goose!
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S
Author: Sadler, Marilyn
Title: It’s Not Easy Being A Bunny
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: P.J. Funnybunny tries living with
other animals, but finds he’s homesick!
Author: Seuss, Dr.
Title: Mr Brown Can Moo! Can you?
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 2 to 6
Summary: A fun book full of Dr. Seuss' catchy sounds,
rhythms, and rhymes.
Author: Seuss, Dr.
Title: Green Eggs and Ham
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: Do you like green eggs and ham? You will.
Just ask Sam-I-am!
Author: Seuss, Dr.
Title: The Cat in the Hat
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 2 to 7
Summary: This book needs no introduction. A classic!
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Author: Seuss, Dr.
Title: Oh, the Thinks you can Think
(Double spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: In this celebration of imagination, Dr. Seuss
shows some of the unusual things you can think if only
you try.
Author: Seuss, Dr.
Title: There’s a Wocket in my Pocket
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 2 to 7
Summary: It's easy to learn to read when Dr. Seuss'
silly rhymes and catchy rhythms catch hold of you!
Author: Sharmat, Marjorie W
Title: Burton and Dudley
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: Burton and Dudley learn to appreciate their
differences in this fun tale!
Author: Shook-Hazen, Barbara
Title: Tight Times
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: A small boy, not allowed to have a dog
because times are tight, finds a starving kitten in a trash
can on the same day his father loses his job.
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Author: Standiford, Natalie
Title: The Bravest Dog Ever – The True Story of Balto
(Double spaced; Braille; Single sided)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: A compelling account, told in easy-to-read
format, of Balto, a sled dog who led his team through
snow and ice over 53 miles of northern Alaska wilderness
to deliver some medicine. The story is based on an actual
event that occurred in 1925 during an outbreak of
diptheria, when the closest medicine was 800 miles away
in Anchorage. When the train bearing the important cargo
became buried in the snow still 700 miles from its
destination, a dog sled relay was used.
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T
Author: Thompson, Lauren
Title: Little Quack Loves Colors
(Single Spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Join Little Quack and his sister Piddle as they
explore the colourful world around them!
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V
Author: Viorst, Judith
Title: Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: Have you ever had a really bad day?
Alexander will help you to laugh about it!
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W
Author: Watt, Fiona
Title: Baby's very first touchy-feely Christmas
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: A delightful Christmas board book with high
contrast illustrations and touchy-feely patches perfect for
sharing with the very young. Each festive picture has a
simple description beneath, to help children learn to
associate words and pictures, and a different material to
feel, helping to develop important sensory skills.
Author: Watt, Fiona
Title: That’s Not My Duck
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Touch and feel until you find the right duck!
Author: Watt, Fiona
Title: That’s Not My Puppy
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Touch and feel until you find the right puppy!
Author: Watt, Fiona
Title: That’s Not My Reindeer
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile
Reading Age: 0 to 5
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Summary: Touch and feel until you find the right reindeer!
Author: Watt, Fiona
Title: That’s Not My Snowman
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Touch and feel until you find the right
snowman!
Author: Watt, Fiona
Title: That’s Not My Squirrel
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Touch and feel until you find the right squirrel!
Author: Watt, Fiona
Title: That’s Not My Tractor
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Touch and feel until you find the right tractor!
Author: Watt, Fiona
Title: That’s Not My Tractor
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Touch and feel until you find the right tractor!
Author: Wilkinson, Anne
Title: If I Were A Hippo
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
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Summary: These books have lots of fun things to feel,
including the animal’s fuzzy tail on the back cover!
Author: Wilkinson, Anne
Title: If I Were A Monkey
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: These books have lots of fun things to feel,
including the animal’s fuzzy tail on the back cover!
Author: Wilkinson, Anne
Title: If I Were A Pup
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: These books have lots of fun things to feel,
including the animal’s fuzzy tail on the back cover!
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Y
Author: Yoon, Salina
Title: Humpty Dumpty
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Poor Humpty Dumpty has a big fall, but this
version ends with a happy twist that children will love!
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UEBTV (TwinVision) Books
All TwinVision titles are one volume each

UEB2
A
Author: Albee, Sarah
Title: Elmo Says Achoo!
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Elmo is bringing a present to Oscar, but the
mysterious gift has a curious effect--it's making Elmo
sneeze!
Author: Allard, Harry
Title: Miss Nelson is Misisng!
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: Miss Nelson’s class can’t wait to get her back
after having a witch of a substitute! Kids and adults alike
will love the surprise ending!
Author: Awdry, Wilbert
Title: Thomas and the Freight Train
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
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Summary: This little book is a perfect size for small hands
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B
Author: Barrett, Judi
Title: Cloudy With a Chance of Meatballs
(Single spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 5 to 8
Summary: Imagine a town where it rains soup, and it
snows mashed potatoes!
Author: Battaglia, Aurelius
Title: Animal Sounds
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Children will love to imitate the moo of the cow
and the meow of the cat as you read this board book
together.
Author: Beall, Pamela Conn
Title: Who’s There On Halloween?
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 2 to 5
Summary: This fun book encourages readers to use the
clues to guess what’s on the next page.
Author: Bonnet, Rosalinde
Title: Very First Nursery Rhymes
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
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Summary: This charming collection is an ideal first
nursery rhymes book for any child!
Author: Boynton, Sandra
Title: Barnyard Dance
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 1 to 5
Summary: Stomp your feet! Clap your hands! Everybody
ready for a barnyard dance!
Author: Boynton, Sandra
Title: Birthday Monsters
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 1 to 5
Summary: Watch out! Those birthday monsters are in
town!
Author: Boynton, Sandra
Title: Happy Hippo, Angry Duck
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Boynton's funny animals exemplify a wide
range of emotions in this hilarious story about feelings.
Author: Bridwell, Norman
Title: Clifford the Big Red Dog
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Clifford the Big Red Dog sets a good example.
He’s very good at sharing!
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Author: Brown, Marc
Title: Arthur’s Pet Business
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 3 to 7
Summary: Arthur wants to prove to his parents that he is
responsible enough to have a puppy, so he starts his own
business!
Author: Brown, Marc
Title: Arthur Tricks the Tooth Fairy
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: Arthur's sister is jealous when Arthur receives
a dollar for his tooth, so she tries to trick the Tooth Fairy
into visiting her too!
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C
Author: Carle, Eric
Title: The Very Busy Spider
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 2 to 5
Summary: Feel the web getting bigger on each page as
the busy spider spins and weaves!
Author: Carle, Eric
Title: The Very Quiet Cricket
(Single spaced; Board Book, Sound)
Reading Age: 2 to 5
Summary: A very small cricket tries again and again to
make a chirp by rubbing his wings together as other
insects pass him, making their unique sounds.
Author: Carle, Eric
Title: Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What do you Hear?
(Single spaced; Board Book)
Reading Age: 2 to 5
Summary: What will you hear when you read this book to
a preschool child? Lots of noise! Children will chant the
rhythmic words. They'll make the sounds the animals
make. And they'll pretend to be the zoo animals featured
in the book.
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Author: Carter, David A
Title: Feely Bugs
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 3 to 5
Summary: Fuzzy bugs, feathery bugs, lacy bugs, and
leathery bugs are among the tempting textures in this
book! WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD
Author: Christelow, Eileen
Title: Five Little Monkeys Jumping on the Bed
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 2 to 7
Summary: The little monkeys jump on the bed only to fall
off, one by one, and bump their heads! A fun way to learn
to count!
Author: Clements, Andrew
Title: Pets to the Rescue: Tara and Tiree, Fearless
Friends
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 7
Summary: When Jim falls through the ice on a frozen
lake, his dogs figure out a way to save him.
Author: Cooper, Helen
Title: Pumpkin Soup
(Double spaced; Single sided; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 9
Summary: Cat, Duck and Squirrel live in an old white
cabin, with a pumpkin patch in the garden. Every day Cat
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slices up some pumpkin, Squirrel stirs in some water and
Duck tips in some salt to make perfect pumpkin soup...
until the day Duck wants to do the stirring...
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D
Author: Delton, Judy
Title: No Time for Christmas
(Double spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 4 to 9
Summary: While planning to give surprise Christmas gifts
to each other, Bear and Brimhall come to a realization
about the meaning of Christmas.
Author: Depken, Kristen
Title: Rubble to the Rescue, Get Ready to Read
(Single spaced; Braille, Picture)
Reading Age: 4 to 7
Summary: Rubble the puppy tries to be a superhero for a
day, but finds he still needs a helping paw from the rest of
Nickelodeon’s PAW Patrol.
Author: Disney, Pixar
Title: Finding Nemo, Best Dad in the Sea
(Single spaced; Braille, Picture)
Reading Age: 4 to 7
Summary: Relive the magic of Disney/Pixar Finding Nemo
with this Step into Reading leveled reader! This Step 1
Reader starring Nemo the clownfish and his father, Marlin.
Author: Disney
Title: Cinderella
(Double spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 4 to 7
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Summary: Adaption of the Walt Disney classic
Author: Disney
Title: 101 Dalmations
(Double spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 4 to 7
Summary: Adaption of the Walt Disney classic
Author: Disney
Title: Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs
(Double spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 4 to 7
Summary: Adaption of the Walt Disney classic
Author: DK Books
Title: Touch and Feel: Baby Animals
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: This classic DK board book is filled with clear
photography, simple text, braille and fun textures. Touch
and Feel Baby Animals allows children to practice animal
recognition and learn what an animal may feel when like
when it's touched.
Author: DK Books
Title: Touch and Feel: Dinosaur
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Delightful bright pictures, wonderfully realistic
textures and simple text--in print and in braille, of course!
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Author: DK Books
Title: Touch and Feel: Farm
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Delightful bright pictures, wonderfully realistic
textures and simple text--in print and in braille, of course!
Author: DK Books
Title: Touch and Feel: Kitten
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Delightful bright pictures, wonderfully realistic
textures and simple text in print and in braille, of course!
Author: DK Books
Title: Touch and Feel: Playtime
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Delightful bright pictures, wonderfully realistic
textures and simple text--in print and in braille, of course!
Author: DK Books
Title: Touch and Feel: Ponies
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Delightful bright pictures, wonderfully realistic
textures and simple text in print and in braille, of course!
Author: DK Books
Title: Touch and Feel: Puppy
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
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Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Delightful bright pictures, wonderfully realistic
textures and simple text--in print and in braille, of course!
Author: DK Books
Title: Touch and Feel: Toys
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Delightful bright pictures, wonderfully realistic
textures and simple text--in print and in braille, of course!
Author: DK Books
Title: Touch and Feel: Wild Animals
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Delightful bright pictures, wonderfully realistic
textures and simple text in print and in braille, of course!
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E
Author: Edgar, Amy
Title: Stuart Little: Spooky Surprise
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 7
Summary: Join Stuart Little for an adventure that gets a
little spooky!
Author: Elliott, Dan
Title: Ernie’s Little Lie
(Double spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 4 to 7
Summary: What should Ernie do when all his Sesame
Street friends think that he painted a picture that wasn't
really his?
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F
Author: Falconer, Ian
Title: Olivia Saves The Circus
(Single spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 2 to 7
Summary: Watch Ringmaster Olivia, everyone's favorite
pig, learn to fly!
Author: Finke, Beth
Title: Hanni and Beth Safe and Sound
(Single spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: The story of how Beth, who is blind, travels
safely around the city--to work, shopping, even to baseball
games--with the help of Hanni, a specially-trained
Golden/Labrador Retriever. It's a touching tale of mutual
devotion and teamwork. Hanni and Beth: Safe & Sound
includes factual information about how Hanni was raised
and trained, how Beth and Hanni learned to work together
as a team, and what it's like to be blind.
Author: Freedman, Claire
Title: A Cuddle For Little Duck
(Single spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 2 to 7
Summary: This rhyming story about Little Duck’s day will
enchant little ones everywhere.
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Author: Freedman, Claire
Title: You’re My Little Bunny
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 2 to 6
Summary: Come along on a bouncy bunny's lively day!.
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G
Author: Gaines, Isabel
Title: Pooh Gets Stuck
(Double spaced, Single sided, Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 9
Summary: After eating a great deal of honey at Rabbit's
house, Pooh gets stuck in Rabbit's doorway when he tries
to leave.
Author: Gerth, Melanie
Title: Ten Little Ladybugs
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Young ones will love learning to count
backwards as ten touchable ladybugs disappear one by
one, with the turn of each page!
Author: Gerver, Jane
Title: Furry Friends
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: In this Paw Pals board book, sweet rhyming
text describes adorable kittens and puppies.
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H
Author: Hapka, Catherine
Title: Shrek the Third: Friends and Foes
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 5 to 8
Summary: Shrek is next in line to be King. He
doesn’t want the job!
Author: Henkes, Kevin
Title: A Good Day
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Can you turn a bad day into a good one? With
this delightful book, you can!
Author: Herman, Gail
Title: Monsters Inc: Boo on the Loose
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 5 to 8
Summary: Mike and Sulley don’t know what to do when a
girl enters their monster world.
Author: Herman, Gail
Title: Scooby Doo 2: Disappearing Donuts
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 5 to 8
Summary: Ruh-roh! There are donuts missing, but
Scooby-Doo is on the case!
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Author: Hills, Tad
Title: My Fuzzy Safari Babies
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 1 to 5
Summary: Come learn about the soft, fuzzy baby animals
in the wild like chimpanzees and panda cubs.
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L
Author: Lakin, Patricia
Title: Harry Houdini, Escape Artist
(Double spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 5 to 8
Summary: Find out how a little boy named Ehrich Weiss
became Harry Houdini--the greatest magician the world
has ever known!
Author: Lakin, Patricia
Title: Helen Keller and The Big Storm
(Double spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 5 to 8
Summary: Helen Keller cannot see or hear. But that does
not stop her from playing tricks on people, including her
new teacher, Annie Sullivan. Still, Annie will not give up on
Helen. Can Helen ever learn to trust her teacher?
Author: Landers, Ace
Title: I Am A Train
(Dingle spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: All aboard for this fun and sturdy board book
shaped like a train!
Author: Llewhellin, Gareth
Title: Wake up Little Owl
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
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Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Oh, little owl, you are silly! When the moon is
high and night school begins, this little bird just can't stay
awake. This book is a hoot, perfect for a bedtime story.
Author: Lobel, Arnold
Title: Frog and Toad All Year
(Double spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: In winter, spring, summer, and fall, Frog and
Toad are always together. From sledding in winter to
eating ice cream on hot summer days, these two friends
have fun the whole year round!
Author: Lobel, Arnold
Title: Frog and Toad are Friends
(Double spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: From writing letters to going swimming, telling
stories to finding lost buttons, Frog and Toad are always
there for each other—just as best friends should be.
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M
Author: Mayer, Gina and Mercer
Title: Just A Bad Day
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: It's a rainy day and things keep going wrong
but Little Critter finds out that even the worst day can
always change for the better.
Author: Minarik, Else Holmelund
Title: Little Bear’s Friend
(Double spaced; Single sided, Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 9
Summary: Little Bear meets Emily, a human girl, and her
doll. 'Once again Little Bear proves himself to be as wistful
and tender a little creature as exists in the child's library.'
Author: Miranda, Anne
Title: To Market, To Market
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 1 to 5
Summary: A hilarious remake of a familiar rhyme.
Author: Mitchell, Melanie
Title: Wake Up, Little Ones
(Single spaced, Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: A touch-and-feel good morning book!
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Author: Murphy, Mary
Title: I Like it When
(Single spaced, Board Book)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: The young penguin in this board book edition
of Mary Murphy's perennial favorite likes holding hands,
dancing, eating new things, reading, and having all sorts
of fun with an affectionate and caring older penguin.
Perfect for little ones--and for the ones they love!
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O
Author: O'Connor, Jane
Title: Fancy Nancy, The Dazzling Book Report
(Double spaced; Single sided, Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: Nancy's first book report is sure to be dazzling.
After all, she is the second-best artist in her class. She is
using beads, fringe, and a fancy border. And she is writing
about Sacajawea, a true-life heroine. What could go
wrong? Join Nancy as she learns that you can't judge a
book report by its cover!
Author: O'Connor, Jane
Title: The Care Bears Party Cookbook
(Double spaced; Single sided, Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: Presents simple cooking principles and easy
recipes for a variety of party dishes including cakes,
shakes, and ice cream.
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R
Author: Reeve
Title: Cakes in Space
(3 Volumes Double Sided, Single Spaced)
Reading Age: 7+
Summary: Astra's family are all snoring in their sleeping
pods aboard their spaceship, but Astra is WIDE AWAKE.
With her robot friend, Pilbeam, she goes off exploring and
soon finds out the ship is in deep trouble. It's been
knocked off course and invaded by a gang of Poglites, an
alien salvage crew searching for spoonage (they just
LOVE collecting spoons)!
But even the Poglites need Astra's help when they
discover something far more sinister lurking in the
canteen. Sure, they're cakes; but no one would describe
them as sweet.
Author: Rey, H.A
Title: Curious George at the Park
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Curious George finds many things to explore
at the park in this touch and feel book.
Author: Rey, H.A
Title: Curious George at the Zoo
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
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Summary: Curious George finds many things to explore
at the zoo in this touch and feel book.
Author: Rey, Margret and H.A
Title: Curious George and the Puppies
(Double spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Curious George goes to the animal shelter
where he accidentally lets all the dogs out of their cages
and creates quite a ruckus.
Author: Roberts, Sarah
Title: Don’t Cry, Big Bird
(Double spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 2 to 7
Summary: When Big Bird feels he's too big to play with
his Sesame Street friends, they put their heads together to
solve the problem!
Author: Roberts, Sarah
Title: Ernie’s Big Mess
(Double spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 2 to 7
Summary: Bert and Ernie argue over Ernie's messiness,
so Ernie looks for another place to live on Sesame Street.
Author: Rossetti-Shustak, Bernadette
Title: I Love you Through & Through
(Single spaced; Board Book)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
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Summary: A rhyming story of unconditional love and
adorable illustrations of a toddler and a teddy bear who
declare "I love you through and through!"
I love your hair and eyes,
Your giggles and cries...
A toddler and his teddy bear illustrate a young child's
happy side, sad side, silly side, mad side, and more!
Babies and toddlers will feel loved all over when they hear
this declaration of adoration and affection!

Author: Rylant, Cynthia
Title: Henry and Mudge The First Book
(Double spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 4 to 6
Summary: Henry, feeling lonely on a street without any
other children, finds companionship and love in a big dog
named Mudge.
Author: Rylant, Cynthia
Title: Puppy Mudge Wants to Play, Get Ready to Read
(Single spaced; Picture Book)
Reading Age: 4 to 6
Summary: Henry wants to read his book, but Puppy
Mudge has other ideas. He wants to play! Henry really
wants to read, but how can he resist his big playful puppy?
Author: Rylant, Cynthia
Title: Henry and Mudge and a Very Merry Christmas
(Double spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 4 to 6
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Summary: Christmas at Henry and Mudge's house means
cookies and carols and presents, and the whole family
gathering for a delicious breakfast (with lots of food falling
on the floor for Mudge). It may just be the best Christmas
ever -- but Henry's favorite present is the big, lovable dog
he's had all along.
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S
Author: Satin Capucilli, Alyssa
Title: Biscuit's Pet & Play Bedtime
(Single spaced; Broad, Tactile)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: A touch and feel book featuring the beloved
and bestselling little yellow puppy, Biscuit! Snuggle up with
a cozy blanket and look at the sparkly stars as you join
Biscuit in this bedtime touch-and-feel adventure! With five
different textures to explore, this board book is great for
imaginative and interactive story time.
Author: Satin Capucilli, Alyssa
Title: Biscuit's Pet & Play Christmas
(Single spaced; Broad, Tactile)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: The touch and feel elements include Biscuit's
sweater, a horse's mane...and even Santa's beard! This
Christmas touch-and-feel book is a sweet way to share
some Christmas joy with little ones. Woof, woof!
Author: Scieszka, Jon
Title: The True Story of the Three Little Pigs
(Double spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: The truth behind the story of the three little
pigs
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Author: Seuss, Dr.
Title: The Cat in the Hat
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: This classic book needs no introduction.
Author: Seuss, Dr.
Title: The Cat in the Hat Comes Back
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: Sequel to Dr. Seuss’s well loved The Cat in
the Hat
Author: Seuss, Dr.
Title: Green Eggs and Ham
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: Do you like green eggs and ham? You will.
Just ask Sam-I-am!
Author: Seuss, Dr.
Title: Mr Brown Can Moo, Can You?
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 2 to 6
Summary: A fun book full of Dr. Seuss' catchy sounds,
rhythms, and rhymes.
Author: Seuss, Dr.
Title: Oh the Thinks you can Think!
(Double spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
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Summary: In this celebration of imagination, Dr. Seuss
shows some of the unusual things you can think if only
you try.
Author: Seuss, Dr.
Title: One Fish, Two Fish, Three, Four, Five Fish!
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 1 to 5
Summary: Children love counting with Dr. Seuss's
rhymes using the fun fish-shaped beads at the top of this
book!
Author: Seuss, Dr.
Title: The Foot Book
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 1 to 5
Summary: A classic Seussian book about opposites that
children will love: "Wet foot, dry foot. Low foot, high foot..."
Author: Seuss, Dr.
Title: There’s a Wocket in my Pocket
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 2 to 7
Summary: It's easy to learn to read when Dr. Seuss' silly
rhymes and catchy rhythms catch hold of you!
Author: Sharmat, Marjorie Weinman
Title: Nate the Great and the Big Sniff
(Double spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 5 to 9
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Summary: Nate depends on his dog, Sludge, to help him
solve all his cases. But Sludge can't help him this time
because Sludge IS the case. Sludge is lost!
Author: Sharmat, Marjorie Weinman
Title: Nate the Great and the Sticky Case
(Single sided; Braille; Double spaced)
Reading Age: 5 to 9
Summary: Nate the Great and his dog Sludge try to track
down Claude's missing Stegosaurus stamp.
Author: Shelton, Jayne C
Title: In Grandma’s Arms
(Single spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: When you are reading with Grandma in the
Storybook Chair, you can go anywhere!
Author: Sirett, Dawn
Title: Bathtime Pekaboo!
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 1 to 5
Summary: A fun touch-and-feel and lift-the-flap book.
Author: Snyder, Betsy E.
Title: Have You Ever Tickled A Tiger?
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 2 to 5
Summary: Tickle the tigers tummy in this fun tactile book
children will love!
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Author: Steinberg, David
Title: Grasshopper Pie & Other Poems
(Double spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: Meet upside-down Billy Ray Brown, the Tickle
Monster, and a boy who makes grasshopper pie (with
hilarious results!) in this wonderful celebration of what it
means to be a kid.
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T
Author: Tarcov, Edith, H.
Title: The Frog Prince
(Double spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: Angry at being forced to keep her promise to a
frog, the princess finally resorts to violent action, with
unexpected results.

Author: Tyler, Amy J
Title: Finding Nemo: Best Dad in the Sea
(Single spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 2 to 6
Summary: This Step 1 reader starring Nemo and his
father, Marlin, is perfect for boys and girls just learning to
read.
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U
Author: Ui Fhainin, Kariann
Title: Tadhg to the Rescue
(Single spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 0 to 3
Summary: Published by The Tadhg Ó Fainín Foundation
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Author: Van Allsburg, Chris
Title: The Polar Express
(Double spaced; Braille, Single sided)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: A magical train ride on Christmas Eve takes a
boy to the North Pole.
Author: Viorst, Judith
Title: Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very
Bad Day
(Double spaced; Braille)
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: Have you ever had a really bad day? Alexander
will help you to laugh about it!
Author: Viorst, Judith
Title: Alexander Who Used to be Rich Last Sunday
Reading Age: 4 to 8
Summary: Another humorous tale about
Alexander who tries hard to save money, but finds too
many things he has to buy!
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W
Author: Watt, Fiona
Title: That’s Not My Train!
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Which train is the right train?
Author: Watt, Fiona
Title: That’s Not My Dinosaur!
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: Which dinosaur is the right dinosaur?
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Y
Author: Yolen, Jane
Title: How Do Dinosaurs Play With Their Friends?
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 1 to 5
Summary: Jane Yolen's playful text, will show children
that "playing nice" can be easy and fun.
Author: Yolen, Jane
Title: How Do Dinosaurs Clean Their Rooms?
(Single spaced; Board Book, Pictures)
Reading Age: 1 to 5
Summary: Having trouble inspiring your youngster to
clean up? Maybe these dinosaurs can help!
Author: Young, Laurie
Title: Good Morning, Good Night
(Single spaced; Board Book, Tactile)
Reading Age: 0 to 5
Summary: This touchable book is perfect for bedtime!
Feel the soft, fluffy fur of each animal as you say, "Good
Night!"
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